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AMONG THE FARMERS.

JoNKS,

-OUT H PARIS,

Succeeding
j able
seasons and

two consecutive unfavora winter of unprecedented seventy. the spring of UHH, in Maine
Rewas somewhat cold and very wet.
ports to the Agricultural Department
trom its corps of regular correspondents
indicate that the acreage of hoed crops
was reduced 17 per cent by this excess
ive
rainfall.
The grass fields came
through the winter in a condition 10
per cent above the average, and the I
growth has been continuous: so that
now there is being harvested one of the
best crops of hay in the history of the
state.
There may have been years of
larger yield*, but never has the quality
been equalled over so large areas. In
the I p|ier Saco Valley intervale region
it has been a source of much pleasure to
look over the large, level areas of clean
clover, timothy and red top. As the
grass is harvested, it shows a weight
that indicates more than the average
In this reamount of feeding value.
spect it differs much from that cut last
was
good as
year. While the quality
tar as cleanness from weeds was concerned, it was very light, and iu the
feeding much more than the usual bulk
had to be used to get the apparent usual
.So marked and
amount <>f food value.
extensive was this condition that it be
came a commou expression among feeders that the hay resembled second crop
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DAMAGED·

HEMAKKABLY WELL.

is felt by bankers,
Great interest
trailers and the public in the outcome of
the wheat harvest, the only lame spot
in the producing list. How much the
winter wheat states of the Southwest
were crippled by the
the last week of June and the first halt
of July is now more clearly
Harvests stood half in the shock and
half uncut in the field for t*°
The experts figured oO,000,OW
weeks
in
bushels loss in volume of
and
Missouri
Kansas,
now concede they were wrong, that 30,
000,000 bushels shortage in volume afld
a heavy shrinkage in quality more nearThis wee*
ly express the situation.
lias brought a fresh danger. bPnnK
wheat over the Northwest
with serious damage from rust, From a
few points in South Dakota, beginning
en days ago, the rust complaints have
spread to Iowa, parts of Nortb Dakota

k£°*n·

^rvests

Nebra8kat,ia|ooy

^reatened

and Southern Minnesota; each day has
widened the territory complaming crf
rust
Attempts have been made to de
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Another month will bring us to the
fair season
opening gates of another
woulc
aud as in the past the Farmer
to exhibit
urge its readers to prepare
either at tbe state or county fairs
More pride in the farm, a better appre-

property.

since
More than Uw tale* In Maine alone,
to
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of the Massa-

great mistake
chusetts legislature in failing
The

to continue efforts for the extermination oi
the gypsy moth is becoming more and
A tract
more apparent as time goes on.
of two thousand acre* of oak timber k
and
stock
and
ciation of tbe crops
*
the town of Maiden is now stripped
o'
clearer insight into the principles
The large grove at
of foliage.
! clean
hour
if
the
follow,
will
surely
growth
Grove station is practically dead,
an< I Oak
in
comparison
intelligent
are spent
It is appalling to contemplate the proscareful examination of the exhibits
if this moth is allowec
thai , pective damage
We learn more through our eyes
and cover the land.—Main<
is pre»; to multiply
our ears, and he who sees things
Farmer.
Farmer.
sure to do things.—Maine

clean
Milking should be done with
dry hands.

Sheep require

a

form lieeh and fat

variety of food

U

Katharine would be free again; they
might go home once more, and Denborough would be a prisoner.

For Love of
Country

CHAPTER XXXVI.
In
was springtime again
Virginia. The sky. its blue
depths accentuated by the

Τ

shifting clouds, was never
clear, wherever it appeared In
the intervals of sunshine, nor the air
more fr. sli and pure, even in that land
famt .1 for its bright skies and Its mild

townsend

**

inc^aotrainso

clare it is only red rust, and no the
NORWAY,
killing "black" dust. It is a blight at
Hour--'» tu li—1 to 4.
How much it will take from the
beet
wheat total for the year no man
M.D.,
>KA I ΙΟ WOODBOR*. A.M..
H v. Jones, recognized as the nest
Northwest
authority, made ^ declaraά»
Sargeon,
Physician
when Southwest harvests were
tion
MAIMS.
MII'TII PARI·?,
worst that the total wheat yield of the
li lllgh Street.
ir would be cut to5S0.000,000 bushels.
,· ant real It me.
Some sensational estimates with some
1
^>11 M,
basis for the belief are as loW
not) 000
President James J. llill ot tne
Attorney at Law,
Ore u Northern Railroad says the counMAINS
WAY,
will l'aise 100,000,000 bushels less
CollWIi'^B· s ·ρβ 'Ally
than last year.
,rm Β .η·».
ftnv.
any
These estimates were made
Κ :KIL Κ Λ PARK,
thing more serious than Hoods and ate
I
Red
the
of
in
crops were complained
Attorneys at Law,
River country. Allowing for any maMAINS.
HfcTHKL,
terial lowering of the spring wheat yield
Sllery C. Park
\
:·*οι; Κ Ucrrtck.
from rust, from hot August w inds which
wither it while in the milk, from eari>
>1IN 3. HARLOW.
frosts which seem sure to work injury
ruwen.
in North Dakota, where the crop is
More than the average acreage has
three weeks late and will not be cut unAttorney at Law,
sowu to oats and seeded to grass,
been
MAINS.
til September, the year's total must be
IH \K1KLU,
and, as far a> can be observed, the catch
considered conservatively under C00v
"f grass is tine. One of the great needs
(Win 000 bushels.
St. Louis and Kansas
M LoNULKY,
among the Maine farmers is a source
daily are tilled with comtrom which to obtain cleau grain, like
of laree proportion of newwheat
oats, for seed. Unless he goes to much plaints
Pit uibintf. Steam and Hot
of light weight and low K™1®·
trouble and expense, he must take his receipts
From a trader's point of view it looks
"ats from the bin of the dealer, and
Water Heating.
tlu»
T1.I»country neod. ·«' b™e
thereby get the seeds of weeds innumer- uses way:
MA INK.
told easily
all
NORWAY,
muswild
of
those
able, but especially
it looks like from »5,000,000 to iw,
tard. Many fields of oats are now showbushels at the outside for e*·
000,000
dark
and
the
brilliant
yellow
light
ing
Europe, by concession of the
'
"f the blossoms of the two varieties, port.
rv best judges, needs from 40,000,000
both of which h:tve become altogether
bushels hio re fro m t h » si «
All the seed for the ten to 60,000,000
too common.
» h m was
Pa.
expected from the HK» crop.
of
acres of oats at "The Pines" was carehalf of what
thus get- Theoretically, we can spare
should insure in the Provident: fully winnowed and screened,
on
U Ιι·. \
the importing
iiuiHi""i« countries are counting
and lighter oats, jne
smaller
of
the
rid
ting
s
ν
safeguards
r
iinded
Il
re tj,an
by greater
It is
t'iir ports.
from
and insuring a more even stand ami
«Hded
n: any other company. ami gives i;reatall other circumstances which has added
ripening of the grain, and excluding, in 10 cents to contract prices to
i;tr inteeH for the future.
seeds.
weed
the
large measure,
It wili. uu<'er all circumstances, ileal
and December wheat the last thir j
Iruit trees wintered well, coming into
d
fairly with you.
Τ
If
a
condition
in
of
>n
time.
season
the
per
an
extendi
spring
It- ι· ■' t <· i- to grant
The great corn crop, covering when
I 1* unable to pay premium·* when
1'he bloom was
< ent above the average.
Λ Γ nearlv 100.000,000 acres, has
ItId»·, are non-forfeitable after the
■o
and was not injured in any way,
heavy,
t'ut lir>' annual premium·».
:
moved so vigorously forward for July
the
in
cultivated
trees
s··
the
now
vour
that
of
necessity.
ii .t take advantage
It »
that scarcely a chirp of
a p.tl'l up
ni .taui«-> oblige you to tak·»
If
orchard and iu pasture and by roadsides
hanrd
Thirty days ago every autnon y
it will paitlclpate In the surplus.
are full of fruit, giving promise of
alike
It l« « tiruuK cuiupauy.
crop was backward, two weeks
an apparent
is
also
I
here
a
inatacement
It»
secure.
arc
large
yield.
It. :i.w'.uneui.
weather turns
l«>w.
freedom from insect pests, so that, un- hto etc. To-day forcing
U, Ud It.- preniluin* rate- are Ameri
acreage into August inline
It- rai,· of mortality 1- below all other
favor the the
conditions
climatic
future
ies·.
this
fr»>m
in Missouri and
••ti'panlee, .ιη·1 It·» >l!vlilenils
growth of rust spores, the professional shape, except, perhaps,
>rrespon llngly larger.
ι·
Iieeu er tru-te-l with the nu»t
iruit grower will have to practice more
ί·1 Inu-ri-ts, has been true to them, an-l
than the usual care in sorting ami gradIt-. If worthy of your fullest coniMenee.
in liKfâ at a little over 2,.>00,OOO.tHKj
ing his fruit to secure fair prices. It
τ
t
further Information apply to
,* «
was next
.,sf vear
«■»»" yield
Last
bushels.
.'
year the
K. !.. MIL!.KIT. South Paris. Me.
me that a friend who has
occurs t.»
.«λλλλοΟΟ
t)00.0i>ι
to the bumper yeair,at 2.ά»0
f M «.RANT, » «encrai Ageut for Maine
so much of a
to
brought
orcharding
03 Exchange SI, Portlan·!, Me.
The outlook is as follows.
bushels.
science that he secuies a good crop
Possible vields with most perfect conevery year, has said to me that he can
d Uins thirty bushels an acre; average,
grow apples at a prolit at $1 a barrel,
Probable
:l 000,000,000 bushels.
and as they are not likely to go below total
with fair weather and »« ««Mente,
tfiat price iu the market he can secure
„rt.;it as ever produced, 2.5WMW.WW.
by superior quality of his fruit, he is
for possible hot wind damage
quite sure of a fair return for his fruit.
in \ucust and early frost injury in SepThe acreage in
potatoes is not far
the
reasonable expectation is
tember.
from the average, but they were planted ·>
pH) 000,000 bushels of corn. Time }
of
excessive
the
because
very unevenly
the last thirty days oyer
rainfall. Γ hey are. however, above the rains in
where complaints came of short straw
is
This
in
condition.
particuaverage
aiul too short heading of the plant have
larly true of some of the early varieties,
improved the oats est,matea
planted on somewhat dry land. I do [t now looks
like a yield of 800,OOO.OOO
TV
not remember ever to have seen more
bushels and the chances in favor of line
promising conditions than now prevail
these pieces. Field corn
on many of
barley and rye harvests are
came up evenly and has just grown from
full blast, and the yields are
the start. The farmer who plants w hat
is known iu sweet corn districts as "yelfarm producing conditions
low corn smiles all over his face as be
whole it is many a year s»nee sue
views his cornfield to-day. Κ very in- as a
abundant crops were so well
dication now is that the silo and the uniofrmly
assured at this season.
corn crib will be full this fall.
IN ALL GRADES FROM
Western Maine aud portions of Xew
Fertilizer Inspection.
of
J Hampshire have become Sothetruehome
to
is this
sweet corn for canning.
This is m>t the season of the year for
that it is presumed that if the truth using commercial fertilizers, but the
were know n the area over which Maine
study of what to use and how to buy is
(?) sweet corn is grown is not even east always in order. Bulletin 108 from the
of
of the Mississippi Hiver. Two years
Vermont station is on our table, conau almost total failure of the crop had
taiuiuLT the report of the inspection of
was
that
it
so disheartened the growers
fertilizers for that state, together with
quite uncertain in early spring whether a discussion of some of the phasoe of
or not many of the factories would be
the problems of fertilization. One of
:hsfit
able to run. The packers, who hereto- these
given extended attention, is the
late
have
fore
planting,
encouraged
relation betweeu selling prices and valuΚ very person who wears glasses
took iu the situation, aud sent circulars ation. A careful study of the relation
should consider the importance of
ill through the districts, urging early between selling price and money values
The present prospect is that, is
urged upon buyers. The purchase of
wearing only those that are perfectly planting.
while the acreage le somewhat reduced, fertilizers is simply the buying of plant
Self-fitted
with an average seasou from now out food. Its quantity and quality, not its
adapted to their EVES.
there will be more than the usual yield. cost, should be the main consideration.
<>r improperly tilted glasses are genSome pieces were late planted but came Station analyses help the intelligent
erally worse thau none at all. Many up quickly, aud have grown continuous- buyer to select fertilizers best tittcd to
as far as I can observe, the
meet his owu needs.
EVES are injured by wearing such ly, ami,
learning from the failures of
planters,
The average selling price of the stocks
blur,
EVES
tire,
and
If
have
last
two
seasous,
your
the
prepared
glasses.
sampled aud analyzed is given as $20.00,
corn laud better
sweet
their
fertilized
have
while the average valuation was $18.47.
water, ache, or are inflamed,
thau usual, anil are takiug better care of
two dollars out of every three paid
Only
a
make
special- the crop. As the average price for the for mixed fertilizers was
them attended to. I
paid for the
will
corn cut from the cob at the factory
food contained. The buyers of
work.
plant
ty <>f scientific optical
au acre, and there is left in
exceed
the low grade goods on the market got
the cobs aud staves the food value of at
">7 cents worth of plant food for
only
is
a
good each dollar paid, and 02 cents worth in
least two tons of hay an acre, it
with
good the medium grades, while the buyei of
crop to grow on any farm
corn soil.
the high grade brands got 72 cents worth
...
r«
fo record liberal
of plant food for each dollar paid out.
PRACTICAL
course
the
Dote
tu
want
purdealing, 1
Here are two points brought out in
South Paris. sued by our packers last season. It is this
6 Pleasant
presentation which the Farmer has
the seed,
furnish
to
them
for
customary
heretofore sought to impress upon its
that
of
out
is
taken
which
of
the price
readers in the purchase of commercial
paiii for the coru iu the fall. They manures, and to which it is glad to add
sometimes furuish the phosphate ou the the authority of the Vermont station.
Wheu the July frosts
same conditions.
The one is tliat the purchaser gets more
all
came, and many who had nearly
plant food for the cost in the high grade
their working capital iuvested in their
and the other is that he gets the
goods,
tields of sweet corn became discouraged,
fftod at still lower cost by buying
plant
some
in
they went among their planters,
the different chemicals and mixing
at
cases buying the prospective crop
them at the farm. Thus in this case,
in
their
cancel
to
bills;
prices sufficient
even with the high grade goods, the
over
or
carrying
other cases cancelling
valuation (cost) of tho plant food is but
their phosphate bills, while in uo case 72 cents in each dollar's worth bought.
Increased endowment enables th< was a planter whose crop was a failure Hence the saving in purchasing the
hie seed. 1 believe
I
Trustees largely to increase ant asked to pay for
plant food instead of the prepared
this course had much to do iu securing goods offered on the market.—Maine
t
Bes
force.
the teaching
theiu an acreage this season, aud 1 hope Farmer.
seasons
and most thorough instruction, a t the results of this aud suces.sive
will prove advantageous to them, as I
The school has beei I
lowest rates.
Poultry Notes.
am very sure they will to the planters.—
list of th< '' B. Walker McKeeu, Fryeburg, in Triof straw or bay, clean
on the
absence
the
In
placed
bune Farmer.
sawdust makes a good nest for laying
New
College Certificat ;
or setting hens.
A New Orleans dispatch says that a
Board. Send for catalogue to
Small potatoes that are not salable
Texas firm has been approached by will
help out for the chickens during
with a
of
Prin.
Takasliira
Japan,
Minister
W.
the winter months.
view to securing 100,000 horses of the
I)ust boxes should be provided for
type now used by the Japanese cavalry. the hens.
Coal ashes or road dust
The creole ponies and Texas bronchos makes the best material.
the
for
are considered ideal mounts
Charcoal pounded tine and mixed
is understood
Japanese saber men. ami it
with the soft feed is an excellent safewith
been
have
opened
that negotiations
guard against many evils.
the traffic department of the Southern
It takes a "smart" man or woman to
of
number
for
a
large
1'acitic railroad
In other
be successful with poultry.
in
I« bo Illustrate*! booklet, just out. ileix-rlbbe
that
may
so
«on·
everything
stock cars,
takes a thinker and a doer.
1n* i.V) lily tiarxalu· In Ntw Ku^lau.!'»
San words, it
to
KKKK.
the
mallei
rush
to
be
ponies
will
It
readiness
»■}· Mnk'u* Kami*
Don't allow your hens to roost on
tools au·!
tc
A few ou easy term* with Mock,
Francisco, thence by ship direct
estate»
trees. Have a good, warm house for
growing erupt, Included to settle
Kqrea.
them but keep them absolutely clean.
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cry. She would hare called once more
upon blin gave that she knew humanity
has no voice which reaches out into the
darkness by which it may call back
those who are once gone to lire beyond.
She did not weep; that were a small
thing, α trille. She sut and brooded.
Four short months bad changed it
IIow youuK she had been! Would
all.
she ever be young again? How full of
the Joy (φ life! Its currents swept by
ber unheeded now. Why had not God
been merciful to her that she could
have died there upon the sea? she

climate, ihiin it was this April day, thought. Ah. poor humanity never
\v!ii( h, with its sunshine and show- learns his
mercy! Perhaps it is be■
4-1*3 iii unregulated alternation, seemed
+ + + + .'+'J+'.'. + + +■.+ i>+Û*Û +
··+·;+·:+
cause we have no measure by which to
PVi*
which
life
of
of
life—that
«yinliolical
She saw
fathom Its mighty depths.
and they. i.h>, in a moment were slowlj e\cry ie:i 1er blade of grass, every ven- herself old and lonely, forgotten, but
Icoxti.tcmx]
head
its
drawn down into the vortex caused by turr-soim· flower thrusting
not forgetting. But even then lacked
The woman again al ove the ·>ι1. seemed to speak. There she not opportunity.
Womanlike, Id
The awful storm was at last upon the sinking ship.
wi re lie.:Ilh and strength in the gentle
them. A sudden change in its direc- hid lier face in lier hands; the colonel
spite of her constancy, she took a melbreeze which wantonly played with
tion caused the first tierce blow to fujl laid his ami across the shoulder of his
ancholy pleasure in the thought that
the budding leaves of the great trees, there was one still who hungered for
fairl.v upon the starl>oard side of tLe daughter; Dcsborougb and the uien in
of
little
forth
evangels
It pressed lier down on her the boat stared horribly at the spot left already putting
the shattered remnants of her broken
ship.
that splendid foliage with which they
Λ deep groan broke from
beam ends. Over and over she went, vacant.
heart, who lived for the sound of her
decked themselves in the full glory of
voice uud the glance of her eyes and
down, down. Would she ever right them; the.v rose on the crest of a wave,
That merry wind which
summer.
the light of her fuce. One thero was,
again? Ah. the spliced shrouds and sank down ana in. rose once more and
through the open boathouse at handsome, brave, distinguished, gentle,
stays OU the weather side, which had looked again—the little boat was alone swept
the end of the wharf laid a bold hand of ancient
l»een that- attacked by the Randolph, on that might}* sea!
name, assured station, amOh. the agony of those long and upon the curls which fell about the ple fortuue, who longed to lay ail he
finally gave way. the mainmast went
of
there
the
neck
by was or had at her feet.
young girl sitting
by the board about half way below the frightful days in that little boat! Nevthe door near the water on one of the
top. the foremast at the cap and the er a sail did they sight, as day after
broad
out
over
the
mizzen topmast too. Relieved of this «lay they rowed or sailed to the west- benches, gazing
ward, eagerly scanning the horizon for reaches of the quiet, ever beautiful
enormous mass of heavy top hamper,
The waves washed over Potomac, rippled gently by the wind
the ship slowly righted herself. The a landfall.
afternoon sun. The galimmense mass of wreckage beat and them, saturating their clothing; the under the late
thundered against the port side. It chill winds of winter froze them. First lant little breeze, fragrant with balm
their provisions gave out, though serv- and perfume of the trees and flowers,
was a fearful situation, but ail was
ί
ed with the most rigid economy by Des- kissed a faint color into her pale cheek
not yet lost.
to her despondhimself,
led
borough himself; then the water, hus- and seemed to whisper
Desborough
by
Gallant]}*
ent heart In murmuring sounds that
who saw in one sweeping glance that banded as no precious jewel was ever
Copyright. 1898. by CHARLES SCRIBNERS SONS

hoarded, was exhausted to the last
and that drop, by common consent. Desborough forced between Katharine's reluctant lips, though she would
fain have refused it, claiming 110 indulThe rare
gence beyond the others.
qualities of that young otticer showed
themselves brilliantly in this frightful
fore the wind and drove on, laboring peril. It was due to his skill and careful management that they were not
and pitching in the heavy sea.
The decks were cleared, and Indeed swamped a dozen times. Tireless, unthere was little left to clear, the waves' selfish, cheerful, unsparing of himself,
having broken over her several times without him they would have diçd.
The men bore their sufferings, when
when she lay in the trough of the sea.
sweeping everything out with them, all food and water failed them, with
and the vessel was a total wreck, the the sturdy resolution of British sailthe courage
spars gone, rails and bulwarks batter- ors; 1 lesborough his with
ed in and smashed, boats lost, the bat- of the hero that he was, his tiereest
tle having destroyed those on the star- pang being for the white faced girl who
board side and the wreck and the sea suffered in uncomplaining silence. The
the others. .Stop! There was one boat colonel exhibited the stoical indifferWt amidships, a launch capable of ence of a seasoned old soldier, as to
holdiug about forty persons in u pinch, his own personal condition, all liis
and still seaworthy. It was, by the thoughts being centered upon his
made as serv- daughter, who passed through the
order,
Katharine was still safe, the men,
with axes and knives, hacked through
the ringing which held the wreck of
the giant spars to the ship, and after a
few moments of sickening suspense
she drifted clear. A bit of storm canvas was spread forward on the wreck
of the foremast, and the ship got be-

drop,

promptly
possible in view

captain's

of the probiceable as
able emergency.
About 4 o'clock in the afternoon the
carpenter came aft with the sounding
rod of the well In 1ns hand. The strain
hatl been too much fo> her; some of

dreadful

the

calm

the rest: even black Chloe. who had
shared with her mistress in
ail the favors accorded to her, being in
a state of utter exhaustion amount!»·;

of the seams had opened, or
butt had started, for the ship
Still those dauntwas leaking badly.
less men did not despair. The crew
were told off in gangs to work, and all
night the clank, clank of the pumps
Katharine dutifully laid
was heard.
down as she was biddeu. But there
was no sleep for her uor any one else)
The day
on the ship that long
broke again finally, but brought them
Ί heir labor had been unno cheer.
βλ ailing; the leak had gained on them
so rapidly that the ship lay low iu the
water, listless and inert, rolliug lu a
sick, sluggish, helpless way in the
trough of the sea. The wind had abated somewhat. and a boat well handled
or some

to

a

collapse.

When the pangs of hunger and thirst
got hold of them, they refused—and
were indeed entirely unable—to work
longer with the oars, so that, unless
the wind was fair and the sail set,

they simply drifted 011.
WakOne by one the sailors died.
ing from a troubled sleep of short du
one
Katharine
day found
ration.

night.*

might

with

impartially

the weakened timbers had given away,

perhaps

experience

resignation of a womau who had uotlilug left to live for. and, strange to
say, seemed to feel It less acutely than

('bloc's dead hand around her feet, her
cold lips pressed upon them. Some of
the men gfew mail before they died,
and raved and babbled of green fields
1

live in the water now.

By Captain Vincent's direction the

rollers

on

over

the

was stilled. They might never play together again. Was there any play at
all in life"; That was another answer.
There was tlie white haired mother,
the stately little royalist. Madam Talbot, who slept In peace on the lilll at
Falrview llaii.her ambitions, her hopes
and her loyalty burled with her, leaving the place untenanted save by wist-

"No. you must go. My last command
to .ion. my lord," he said, smiling faintly and extending his hand. Deshor-'
ough. seeing the futility of further appeal. grasped it warmly iu both blown. bowed to the other officers ana.
with a wave of his hand, stepped on
the rail and sprang into the tossing

"—

Ο».

v—
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piteous cry:
"Father, father!

The χΐιίμ settled lower and loiccr.

—.

Oh, I

cannot lose

.vou too!"
"Prisoner or no prisoner, sir," said
the colonel, "let me say that I am
proud of my connection with you and
If I live
your officers and your men.
to reach the shore the world shall hear
of this noble ending.

Goodby, gentlemen.
with you."

Goodby, captain.

1 would fain stay

"No. no!" was the cry from thie band
of heroes, and then Holllns sprang forward and shouted:
"Lads, three cheers for the colonel
and for our shipmates In the launch!
Let thein tell at home that we were
glad to stay by the old ship."
The hearty cheers came with a roar
from NO throats.
"Colonel, we haven't a

moment of

time," whispered Desborough, who saw
that the ship was sinking.
"Shove off. men! full bard!"
A few moments ί hard rowing in the

put them some little distance
under just
away, and the bout waited
of
enough way to give them command
her. The men of the ship kept their
stations; culm and peaceful they also
waited, 'ilie ship settled lower and
lower. A man stepped hurriedly aft.
uu.l a moment later the bold and brilwhich
liant eiisi^n of old England,
fluttered
never waved over braver meu,
the
out In the heavy breeze from
wrecked masthead, the vivid red of the
prou.l tlag making a lurid dash of color
against the gray sky line. The shlii
forwas lower now. Now she plunged
the water rose; the captain rale

heavy

sea

ward;

ed his baud; three hearty cheers rani:
out; the drums beat; the marines pre
sentcd arms. She was gone! The fiat
streamed out bravely on the surface ol
the water, and then It was drawt
down. A confused mass of heads and

waving

arms

was

seen lu the water

She. too. had gone.
Answers? They crowded thick upon
There were tl.c «waters of the
lier!
iurinouth, Captain Vincent. Heauchamp, Holllns and all the other offlcers and men with whom she bad
come in contact on that frightful cruise.
There were the heroic men who had
stayed by their ship, who had seen the
favored few go away in the only boat
that was left seaworthy, without a
murmur at being left behind, who had
ful memories.

boat alongside.
"Are there any others to go?" he said.
The captain's eye fell upon the figure
of the colonel standing among the offi^ν»,

so? There were many answers.
There was Hlodgett's grave at tlio
She had played lu
foot of the hill.
childhood with that faithful old sola tale had he told her of
dier.

had been! How tiiey had laughed and
and ridden and rowed and
hunted and danced and flirted through
the morning of life! How pleasant had
been that life Indeed! Ile was quiet
She could no longer join in his
now.
ringing laugh; the sound ol his voice

else"—

ιυ

become of that ltoman patriotism upon
which she prided herself in times past?
Her country! What had changed her

played

officer of the ship."
"Oh. Captain Vincent, do not send
me. 1 beg you.
My place surely Is on
the ship with you. Cannot some one

(HIT

some

girlhood's happy
lay
day—the bright eyed, eager, gallant,
Joyous lad. What good comrades they

charge? i hey all looked deprccatiugiy
and entrent!ugly at him. None desired
to go; no one wished to be singled out
to abandon the ship and his brother oflit-ers. His glance fell on Desboroiigh.
1 he duty is yours. You are the tirst

1UII

by

the lover of her

among'

of no objections. You are my prisoner,
and I inn bound to see you delivered
safely. Go, colonel. I mean it. I will
have you put al>oard by a file of marines if yon do not go at once."
Katharine awoke from her apathy
and stretched out her hands, with a

other strenuous part demanded
other strenuous exigency. But
she! No. she was not a man at all, but
a woman, unused to such scenes and
happenings as fate had lately made
her a participant in. Her father might
have his country. Ile had not lost his
love: his heart was not buried out in
the depths of the cruel sea. What had
some

her gallant father when, as a young
man, he gayly rode away to the wars,
leaving her lady mother In tears behind. She could sympathize with waiting women now and understand.
There, too. far away in another state,

sale through the broken bulwarks.
Katharine, listless and indiffèrent, still
attended by Chloe. was put aboard.
< aptain \ incent looked about
Whom should he put in
his officers.

cers.

experiences

months were for him episodes, exciting
truly, but only part «if a lifetime spent
in large adventure, soon forgotten in

Many

men were sent to their stations on the
spar, or upper, deck. The boat's crew
was chosen by selecting every fifteenth
man in the long liucs. the division ofThe boat
ficers doing the counting.
was launched without tackles, by main

strength, sliding

framed themselves into the immortal
won!s "hope, hope."
The young girl had but yesterday entered upon her twentieth spring. Four
months ago there had not been a merrier. lighter hearted, gayer, more coquettish young maiden in tidewater
Virginia, and today she thought as
she looked down at her thin hand outlined so clearly upon the vivid cardinal
cloak she wore, which had dropped unheeded on the seat by her side—today
she was like that man in the play of
whom lier father read—a grave man;
no. not a man at all.
Once, in lier enthusiasm, she had
fondly imagined that she had possessed
ail those daring qualities of energy and
action, those manly virtues which
might have been hers by inhérence
could the accident of sex have been reversed.
Hut now she knew she was
but a woman after all so weak, so
fteble. so listless. What had she left to
live for? Once it was lier father, then
"Oh, Minn Wilton, you herd"
it was her country, then it was Iter
at
Iter
father,
Hut wliHt were these things? Nothlover. NowV Nothing!
the request of congress, would soon re- ing to her—nothing! There was but
sume his interrupted duties in France, one.
As she had said on the ship to
You are
now become more important than ever, Desborough: "I love a sailor.
lie was a man of the world and a sol- not he." And yet her soul was tilled
with pity for the gallant gentleman,
dier. a diplomat.
of the past few and she thought of hiui tenderly, with
The hard

ί

ami running brook» until the end came,
and Mill the little boat drifted on. Few
mid short were the prayers the living
said as day by day they cast the dead
Into the sea. Des bo rough, the resolute,
with undying strength kept steadily
at the helm. Once only did he speak
As
to Katharine in words of love.
their situation grew more and more

tarai

ueutn

unnceuuig,

ι*ιιιλί>"'"·β·
water with α

■iukitiK down in the'dark
helpless, and even his resolute opti- cheer upon their lips. There was the
mism began to fail him. lie bent down old sailor, too, with his unquenchable
and whispered in her ear:
patriotism, her friend because the
"I would not trouble you now, Kath- friend of her lover; and Philip, her
arine, but before we die I must tell you brother; and there was Seymour himonoe again that I love you. Will you self.
Ah, what were all the rest to
believe it?"
him! ti< De, and how she loved him!
"I will believe It," she answered
She leaned her head upon her baud
dully, giving ni m her hand. Oh, he and thought of him. Here In tills boatthough*. In agony, us he bent over It house he had tlrst spoken to her of his
and kissed it, how thin and white ami love; here she had tlrst felt his lips
feeble it was!
touch her cheek. There, rocked gently
One morning, after hope was dead, he by the light breeze, upon the water at
the
was listlessly scanning the line of
her feet was the familiar little pleasure
horizon as the rising sun threw it Into boat. She had not allowed any one to
relief, more from habit than expect- row her about In It since her return, lu
Its
ancy, when his heart almost stopped
spite of much entreaty. It was this
was there behni<i
for
very cloak she wore that day, nearly
feeble beating,
did not the very hour. The place was redolent
fore him if his strained eyes
of with sweet memories of happy days,
deceive him. Doubting the evidence
the though to think of them now broke her
his weakened senses and fearing
delusions of a disordered imagination, heart.
his
It all came back to her as it had
he refrained from communicating
until come again and agalu. She briefly reImpressions to any of the others
the light of day determined the accu- viewed that acquaintance, short though
he whispered It was, which had changed the whole
racy of his vision. Then
the news to Katharine, the apathetic course of her life. She saw him again
colonel, aa he struck prompt to defend her
woman told it to the sinking
his dy- honor In the hall, resenting a ruffian's
and then Desborough cried it to
band stretched out to her. Sh·
The wind sprang up at the
crew.
ing

moment, too, and iu a few hours they
beached the boat upon a low sandy
shore, with the waves breaking gently
over It in long easy rollers.
Desborough, as the strongest of the
and by
party, started Inland, tindiug by
of fresh water, and fara little

streuyi

ther on, on higher ground, seeing a
house, the smoke curling from its chimTo
neys showing that it was inhabited.
the bubbling spring he half led. half

dragged, his shipwrecked party. They
drank sparingly by his direction and
water
were refreshed, for with the cool
life and hope came back to them once
Then he left them again on the
more.
shore of Virginia, and the people of

the house welcomed and cared for the
with them
poor castaways, sharing
their humble store with the kindly hospltality for which the land was famous.
Their long voyage was at an end; their

troubles

were over.

The colonel and

soiling

him lying wounded and senseless
there at her feet. She saw him stretobed prone on that shattered deck on that
ruined ship, pale, blood stained, senseless again, again unheeding her bitter
■aw

What

are

Humors?

They are vitiated or morbid fluids courar
ing the veins and affecting the tissues.
They are commonly due to defective diges-

might be cruel, but she Dad

the floor of the boathouse, and. turning her head, she saw h lui. ile held a
letter, an otlicial packet, with the seal
broken, open in his hand.
"Uh, Miss Wilton, you here?" he said.
"I have looked everywhere for yuu.
I)o you not think the evening air grows
chill? is it not too cold for you out
Allow me."
here in the boat house?
And then, with that gentle solicitude
which women prize, he lifted the neglected cloak and tenderly wrapped It

imperial regime.
Yltelllus a in! Heliogabalus served up
to their boon companions enormous

dishes of peacocks' tonuses η ml brains
seasoned with the rarest Indian spiree.
in mediaeval days it was still held la
favor, particularly as a Christmas
dish, and minstrels sang of It as "food
for lovers and meat for lords."

"Love
she said softly.
He Is alive—here.
knows no death.
But do not grieve so for me; I am not
worth It. You will go away and for-

"Never,"

get, and"—

To tit it for the table was no ordiskin
nary culinary operation. After tbe
and plunuige had been carefully stripped off the bird was roasted, then
served up again iu its feathers with
gilded beak. No, I have forgotten that
it was lirst stuffed with spices and
sweet herbs and basted u itli yolk of

"No! you have said It, 'love knows
As
death.' I, too, cannot forget.
long as 1 live I shall love—and remember. How If I waited and waited?
Katharine, 1 would wait forever for
you," he said, suddenly catching at the
no

trifle.

"No. It would be no use. My friend,
It floated In a "R· a of gravy, as
both must suffer; It cannot l>e egg.
otherwise. I esteem you, respect you. many as three tat wethers sometimes
for a
admire you. You have protected me. supplying (lie uuctuous liquor
honored me: my gratitude"— She went single peacock.—All the Year Round.
on brokenly. "You might ask anything
"Save Hie Murk."
of me but my heart, and tbut is given
The ancient use of a cross instead of
away."
alike by
"Let me take you without it, then. I a signature wan universal
those who cot:Id and by tho.>e who
want but you."
was a symbol of
"No, Lord Desborough, It cannot be. could not write. It
No; I cannot an oath from its earliest associations,
Do not ask me again.
on this account l'hurles Knight, iu
•ay I wish it otherwise."
His flickering hope died away In si- Ids notes on "I'll·» Pictorial Shakelence.
"Katharine, will you promise speare." explains the expression "God
save the mark" (Henry IV.) as a form
me. If there ever cornes a time"—
form
"I promise." she said; "but the time .»f ejaculation approaching to the
■ •f
an oath.
Kelly, In his "Comments
will never come."
Seoteli Proverbs." observes that the
men look
He looked at lior as
we

dying

-\-ots. when the; us»d to cou>pare perto |>erson. used the expression,
Another explaiiu·
"Save the mark."
lion of the expression Is that iu arcliit was
ery when an archer shot well
the custom to cry out, "Cod save the

to the light: there was a long silence,
and then he said:
"I must go now, Katharine. I suppose I must bid you goodby now?"
"Yes. I think it would be best."
"1 shall pass this way again on my
Journey to Alexandria in half an hour;
may I not speak once more to you

son

mark"—that Is. prevent any

Blood

bj

Ing.

continued,]

at

than three seasons It was making new
wood and showing all the vigor which
had characterized it thirty years beIts renewed youth was entirely
fore.
aitributable to tin· fertilizing properties of the blood with which it had

I'erudenlya. Ceylon,

The extraordinary
E. G. Green.
ants
part of the story Is that these
Used larvae as their spinning machines,
the larvae employing their silk threads,
used to make the cocoons, as their sewing machines. Mr. Green took some
leuves which had becu sewed together
by the ants and unfastened the stitchThe separated edges were drawn
es.
together by the ants, and then, an hour
afterward, the larvae or grubs, held

William

Hrilnioinl'*

depart,

emy."

en
"Oh, do not call me an enemy, I
treat you, Katharine! Oh, let me speak
with
Just once again." he Interrupted

to
his usual impetuosity, "and talk not
While the earth holds
me of freedom!
even should
you I am not free; aye.
heaven claim you 1 still um bound.
of my captivity here I
the

All

days

have been a most willing and happy
looked
prisoner—your prisoner. I have
forward with dread and anguish to the
and
day when I might be exchanged

The

m»»*
have to go «way. nere wuuiu
been content to pass my life, by your
Hide. Oil. once again let me plead! My
to the
duty, my honor, call me now
service of my king. I no longer have
almost
excuae for delay, but you have
made me forget there was a king. Now
that I must go, why should I go alone?"
he went on eagerly. "I know, 1 know
but he Is gone.
you love the—(lie other;
You do not hate me; you even like me.

Mlaalaalppl.

Generally speaking, the sloi>e of
rivers flowing into the Mississippi from

the east is, on the average, -»b '.It three
Those entering It
inches per mile.
from the west have an average descent
of about six Inches t>er mile. The average descent per mile of the Missouri
after It leaves the mountains Is reck-

oned about a foot; the Iles Moines,
frorti its source to its conjunction with
the Mississippi about 7.3 inches. The
entire length of the Ohio shows a fall
of even Ave Inches. The Mississippi,
from the mouth of the Ohio to the
gulf, has a fall of about two ami otie-

Aanirrr,

half Inches.

William ltedinond, M. I'., once arose
to speak in the house of commons, according to the Iloston Itccord, and
there came ft question, hurled at him
from the Uight side of the lions*:
"Will you vote for this bill if it

Lincoln'* Paaara.

Lincoln's humor armed him effectually against the Importunate persons

with whom, as the head of rhe nation,
he was beset at all times.
During the civil war a gentleman
asked him for a pass through the Federal lines to Richmond.
"I should be happy to oblige you."
said Lincoln, "if my passes were respected. Hut the fact is, within the
lust two years I have glveli passes to
Richmond to a quarter of a million
men, and not one has got there yet."

side, and us soon as it subsided for a
moment he completed what he started:
"answer that question."
And IK'rieet silence reigned on both

Dnfrh

A

\«»aea.

study of Jan Steen's pictures of

Dutch home lite some 2U0 years ago
In his day
proves to conviction that
the noses of his country folk were
quite as fantastic as they are now.
heavy, mirth
Without their

sides.

An Knicllali Tori Custom.
A curious usage of the English turf
Is one which ordains that, when once
worn, the cap and Jacket representing
a
patron's "colors" become the prop
If. as frequently
erty of the Jockey.
uappens, the owner wishes tJ retain
them as a memento of a successful
emrace, lie must buy them from the
to whom perhaps he gave them

pendulous,

inspiring organs of smell, the artist's
doctipsy tiddlers and peasants, quack

tors mid housewives would not make
it
one smile half as much as they do.
is well that the average Dutchman is
Xo matter
a good natured fellow.
whether his amiability be due to his
reaphlegmatic temperament or to the
soned discipline Iu his soul, the result
If
Is the same to the outer world.

ployee

but an hour or two before.

Not Ovrrrtiirtlng.

"If you want anything to eat here,"
she wild, "you will Imvo to work for
It."
"Madam," replied the weary out·
nad Ht»eti better days. "I couldn't think
of taking advantage of you that way.
work
Λ light lunch will do me now, but
would Increase my appetite eo much
that you would surely lose more than
l'ost.
you can afford."—Chicago

dressed.—Coutiiry

been so liberally
Gentleman.

comes up:"
going away."
Mr. Hcdmoud looked from one side
"Going away." she repeated sadly.
of the house to the other and slowly
"Has your exchange been made?"
"Yes; a courier came to the Hall a answered:
"I will"—
short" time ago, and here It Is. My orders. you s tie. 1 must leave ut once."
Immediately the right side of tin"I am sorry—Indeed sorry—that you house burst Into a storm of applause.
Iiut Mr. Redmond continued, as soon
must go."
lie started suddenly as If to speak, a as he could be heard:
de—"not"—
little flash of hope flickering in his
Then the storm came from the left
spondent face, but she continued quick-

"It has been very pleasant for us to
have you here, except that you have
been a prisoner. But now you will be
free, and for that, of course, I rejoice.
she
But 1 have so few friends left,"
went on mournfully, "I am loath to see
eneven though he be an
one

Tree Fertilizer.

house the tree stood took to slinging
the carcass of each deer he killed over
LMirone of its boughs for dressing.
ing the process all the blood dripped
<>u the ground and was absorbed. The
following spring this tree put forth au
astonishing crop of leaves, and :u 1-ss

The Web SplouliiK Ant.
One of the most interesting observations made in ant life, says Andrew
Wilson, the scientist, was that which
showed that a certain red ant has
evolved the habit of web spinning. The
ways of this species were noted in the

by

a

jim

For several seasons a very ancient
walnut, with long, gaunt boughs, carrylng much dead wood, had been struggling to live, but each year inauifes λ1
signs that its lite was fast dieappearThe keeper in front of whose

her.

[to

one com-

hit the same mark and
thereby displace the arrow. Iroutcally,
It was said to a novice whose arrow
struck now here.
ing after to

then?"
"No," she said finally, after a long
pause. "1 think it best that we should
end it now. It can do uo good at all.
Goodhv, and may God bless you."
He bent and kissed her hand and
then stopped a moment and looked at
her, saying never a word.
"Goodby. again," she said.
On the Instant he turned and left

ougli?"

ly:

li.·' I chkI,

It lie true, as Acliaii says, that u single
bird was worth u thousand drachmas
nearly £t*>. The esteem In which <t
was held In ι lie last days of the Itoiiiau
republic did not diminish under the

In the mouths of the ants.-were seen
about her shoulders.
to be passed backward and forward
"Thank you." she said gratefully, across the gups made in the leaves.
faintly smiling up at him, "but I hardly The movements of the grubs were duneed it. I do not feel at all cold. The air ly directed by the ants, and the silk
is so pleasant, and the sun Is not yet threads spun by the mouths of the larme
set, you see. Did you wish to see
vae soon repaired the defects In the
about anything special, Lord Deshor- leaves.

"No—yes—that le— Oh, Mistress
Katharine, the one special want of my
life is to see you always and everyNay, never
You know that.
where.
1 will
lift your hand. 1 remember.
orders
try not to trespass upon your
again. 1 came to tell you that—1 am

ut

(I ι u.e i!. -h of
:
Iitehlil Ι:ι'ι.!Ί
«:· ûeate :.:id
flu· young 11 <·ι ci. 's
lute "u wild ouor" whiili is very ag.i-eη <11 h'ni tit only
lit» think:
able.
for slewing. The GritLs muet have
fourni It marvelous costly feeding If

get?"

deep affection.
Presently she heard quick footsteps botanic gardens
on

Tbe l'rnoiiik

uo answer,

other answer, no new word, to tell
him. Her eyes tilled with tears. She
could not trust herself to speak; she
only shook her head.
"Ah," he said, rising to his feet and
throwing up his hands with a gesture
of despair, "I knew it. Well, the dream
1
This is the end.
is over ut last.
sought life, and found death: that, at
least, If it shall come I shall welcome.
Would God I had gone down with the
ship! You have no pity; you let a dead
image-an Idea—stand between you
and a livlug lore. Will you uever forno

I

who|

he were naturally disposed to be a
would be
prey to his passions, there
something horribly discordant In the

broad comedy of his face.—Chainhere'
Journal.
From (he Clilnrif.

Here Ih a famous passage from the
writings of a Chinese philosopVr.
More than twenty centuries .·'««» It
the anil <>r the 8obrl<|ii<·! of

gained

The philosopher
dreaiu: "Once upon a lime 1,
CannrChung T/.u, dreamed I was a huilcrtly,
"Smith, have you saved any tiling?"
tlutterinu hither and thither, to nil in"Yes. thousands of dollars."
tente and purpose# a butterfly. I was
"In what way?"
conscious only of following my fancy
and was unconscious of
"Oh, there's a big fortune In Seotlajnd uh a

You regti't my going. 1'erhaps as days
it more. We are
μο by you will regret
take care of you
me
let
least
friends;
it
In future. Oh. It kills ine to see you so
white and indifferent to life and all
that it has or should have for you!
You are only a girl yet. I cannot bear
of your
to see nil the color gone out

"Butterfly Chung."
tells of

a

butterfly

coming to the Smith family, and I've my Individuality as a man. Sutldenly
In on
never spent a cent trying to get
I awakened and there I lay, myself
1L"--Clnclnnatl Commercial Tribune.
again. Now, I do not know wlieii.er
[ was then a man dreaming 1 was a
A Good Friend.
butterfly or whether I am now a butTeacher—Who was the best friend terfly dreaming 1 am a man."
sweet face, the light out of your eyes. Ireland ever had?
Irish 8cbolar—01
The sight of that thin hand breaks my don't just now remember, but he disThe Speed of 9rnii>.
heart. Won't you live for me to love- covered Amerlky.
Ulrsch proved that a touch on the
live and let me love you? Your father
and you will
face was recognized by the brain and
Iter Lnteat Lover.
goes tomorrow, so he says,
to by a manual signal In
be left alone here. Why should it be?
"Nell's Just crazy over Shakeepear·." responded
do
one-seventh
the
part of a second. The
Where'd
he?
Is
Go with me. Give me a right to
her
latest,
lie'!
"So
scientist also found that the speed of
what my heart aches to do for you— she meet him?"
sense differed for dliTerent organs, the
to coax the roses back into your cheek,
sense of hearing being responded to in
She Got It.
to woo the laugh to your lips, to win
while that
He (time 11:30 p. nu— And you will the one-sixth of a second,
happiness back to 3*our heart, to devote
on
of sight required only one-tlfth of a
think of me when I am gone?
my life to you, darling. Have pity
She (supprime!tig a yawn)—I'll try to second to be recognized and signaled.
me, have pity on my love—have pity!"
In all three cases the distance traversHis voice dropped into a passionate If rou ever give me an onitortunity.
with her he
was about the Mime, ho the natural
he
As
ed
pleaded
whisper.
Inference Is that the Image travels
sank down upon one knee by her side,
more slowly than sound or touch.
beseeching by word and gesture and
We like best to call
look that she should show him that
he could see in her eyes, that he
knew was In her heart, and to which be
made his last appeal, and then, lifting
the hem of her dress to his Hps with

pity

tion but are sometimes inherited.
How do they manifest themselves 7
an unconscious movement of passionIn many forms of cutuneous eruption,
ate reverence, he waited.
salt rbeurn or eczcma, pimples and bolls,
She looked at him in silence a moand In weakness, languor, general debility.
ment. So young, so handsome, so apHow are they eipelled ? By
pealing, her heart filled with sorrow
There waa
and sympathy for him.
hope In his eyes which she bad not
which also builds up the system that has
How could eh·
seen for many days.
suffered froui them.
it away aud crush hit heart! It
drive
It Is the best medicine for all humor*

Hood's Sarsaparilla

I

φ

SCOTT'S EMULSION

J1
<}
J,

The Oak.

The oak chooses a horizontal direcwhole
tion for Its limbs so thut their
j)
may tell and then stretches
weight
()
them out flfty or sixty feet so that the
be
strain may be mighty enough to
worth resisting. At 00 degrees the oak
another
to the nerves, its action is that
stops short. To slant upward
λ degree would mark lnflrmlty of purof a medicine.
Send tor free umple.
I
to bend downward, weakness of
( 1 pose;
SCOTT Λ BOWNE, Chemist»,
Other tree» shirk the
New
York.
| organization.
409-41 s Pearl Street,
joc and >1.00; all druggists.
work of resisting gravity. The oak dr

a food because it stands so emphatically for perfect nutrition,
And yet in the matter of restoring appetite, of giving new
strength to the tissues, especially

«

flee It—Dr. Holmes.

BUM.

West Paris.
The W. C. T. U. picnic lut Wednes-

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISHED 1383.

The fanerai services of Mrs. Mary
at Garday wm a success in every way and was Elizabeth Chandler took place
the children. Beside landChapel Sunday afternoon, Rev. C. N.
by
enjoyed
greatly
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
in
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
the general good time incident to ft pio- Gleason officiating. Interment was
nic, in the ftfternoon Mrs. L. C. Bates, family lot at Woodlawn cemetery. have
Paris Hill.
Mrs. C. N. Gleason and daughter
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, AUG. 16,1904.
who is president of the Union here,
returned from New York, accompanied
gate all on the grounds a treat of fruit
and icecream.
by Mr·. Wherry and daughter.
ATWOOD A FORBES,
From the class of '04 of Gould AcadMr. and Mrs. L. L. Dunham of Brattlefor fnrther
boro, Vt., have been spending a week emy several have made plans
KdJUr· u4 Preprletor·.
study. Miss Helen Bisbee will enter the
ΛΛ
with Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Dunham.
UEO HOB M. ATWOOD.
A. E. FOKBE).
Miss Edith
jo y. n. AU not otherwise connected we cor
W. C. White, wife, and little son, Boston School of Oratory;
Boston Art
are visiting his Hastings is to attend the
lUU«aTtn!»uit
Cburcb, Bev. J. H. Llttle. l'iwtor· Lionel, of Lewiston,
School ; Miss Gladys Wiley will train for
TtUU —91 JO a year If paid strictly In advance, I'reacliU:# service every Sunday at 11 A.
brother, S. T. White.
Miss Agnes
mherwlse #2.00 a year. Single copie* 4 cent·. iundav school MliM.
Gilbert Boyce and family have moved kindergarten teaohing and
Barton is to take a course in music.
ΑυνΚΜΤίβΚΜΚΝΤ·:—All legal advertisement»
to Kingfield.
Paris
Hill
the
of
annual
The
meeting
for
are riven three c«n»ectlve Insertions
$1.5*)
Thursday afternoon, the Ladies1 Club
Qnite a number in this vicinity have
per inch In length of column. Special contracta tiolf Club occurs Wednesday of this
and with good suc- held their annual fair and sale of useful
been
blueberrying
ma·le with local, transient and yearly advertlaweek, and will be held at Academy Hall cess as the berries seem to be plenty.
and fancy articles. The tables were ar«.
center
Frank L. Willis, while in Greenwood ranged in the form of a T, in the
Jo· PKlMTixe:—New type, faat preeeea, «team
A picnic party of twenty-six took suplast Thursday, saw a bear, but says be of the room, and tables were also placed
power. experienced workmen and low price·
viewed
and
There was
combine to make thl· department of our bual- per near "Oak Tree Spring''
thinks the bear was as frightened as he on three sides of the room.
nctM complete and popular.
the sunset of Tuesday night from the
of fancy articles and
a fine display
was.
summit of Crocker Hill. A most enjoyMiss Nellie T. Ide of Washington, pictures, and many friends from away
able occasion.
As
Coming Evente.
D. C., and Miss Lizzie Denn of Philadel- were generous iu their donations.
Masters Lawrence and Manning Jacob
tables
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. David usual the ice cream and candy
friends phia

ïhe

Φχίοχά

gemocrat,

THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK

IN AU

jy.'a'aàërgigVff
δΛΛτΐSS
•-'ώΑ irBfcW,
»

entertained a party of their little
Thursday afternoon, the occasion being
ton.
their second birthday anniversary.
Aug. 17.— I'nlveriMkUst grove meeting, Bryant'·
Mr. Hart Jacob spent a few days in
Fond.
Bo·New York the past week.
Aug. 17.— Reunion of fid Maine Regiment,
ton.
Mr. Charles K. Case, special agent of
Sept. 13, 14, 15.—Oxford County Pair, South
the New York Underwriters, has returnPari».

Old Home Week.
Aug. 14
Aug. 17.—Reunion of 33d Malue Regiment, Hoe

Sept. ·*>, il, ·£ί·—Androscoggin Valley Fair, Can
ton.

Aug. 25-Sept. 4.— Empire Grove camp meeting,
KuM Pu land.

Sept. 6.—Oxfonl Pomona Grange, with Fret!
erlck Koble Grange, t His de Id.
Pair at Riverside Park, Bethel.
Oct 4, 5, «
—

For President:

Theodore Roosevelt,
Of New York.

For Vice-President:

Charles W. Fairbanks,
Of Indiana.
For Governor:
WILLIAM T. COBB,
Of Rockland.
For Congress:
CHARLES E. LITTLEFIELl),
Of Rockland.

the fund.
Mrs. Fred Chandler and daughters are
with her parents for a visit.
The fall term of Gould Academy will
open Sept. β.
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Richardson were
called to Norway Thursday by the critical illness of Mrs. Richardson's father,
Bryant's Pood.
Mr. S. F. Stearns.
The village is filled with summer
Mrs. F. S. Chandler went to Groveton,
boarders and cottagers. Two new cot- Ν.
II., Friday, to spend several days
is
another
and
built
have
been
tages
with her daughter, Mrs. Bunting.
under way.
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Collier and family
West Sumner.
and Mrs. Sargent of Cohasset arrived at
Miss Harriet Crockett of Lowell,
their cottage last night.
is in town, arriving Wednesday,
Dr. Ambrose Uallison and two sons, Mass.,
for several weeks' visit with
Mrs. J. C. Gailison and Mr. and Mrs. Aug. 10,
Thurza Crockett and
Ilawkins and son of Franklin, Mass., and relatives, Mrs.
Minnie Newell.
Arthur Peverley and friend of Boston Mrs.
Mr. J. A. Tuel) recently made a busiare stopping at Dexter Peverley's and
ness trip to Lewiston.
taking their meals at Amanda Sheran's.
Miss Madge Tuell of West Paris reGlen Mountain House is well tilled
in West Sumner.
with summer boarders, and many take cently visited relatives
Dr. E. J. Marston is entertaining hie
their meals there and room out.
mother, Mrs. Marston, and three youngMrs. A. M. Chase has four roomers.
er brothers of Brunswick, Me., and a
Mr. E. A. Mason is stopping at Mrs.
Miss Sparks, of Bangor, Me.
A. M. Chase's, and will preach at the friend.
Rev. Chester Gore Miller of Jamaica
Baptist church through the month ol
Plain, Mass., will preach at the UniverAugust.
church on Sunday, Aug. 24, at 11
Mrs. A. M. Chase is the owner of a salist
XI.
fine specimen of the night blooming A.
Miss Cynthia Bisbee recently visited
cereue, and has presented many of hei
of Barrett.
friends this week with beautiful ilowert her sister, Miss Polly Bisbee,
Mr. Harry Crockett has returned to
from it. It put forth about forty buds
Falls.
and Sunday night four of them bios Livermore
Mrs. I. W. Home and two sons have
somed, Monday night seven, and proba
returned from Berlin, Ν. II.
bly many more during the week.
Mr. George A. Chandler has a new drivThe young ladies held a social danc<
horse.
at Dudley's Opera House Wednesday ing
Mr. Daniel Walker is at work carpennight, and if the morning's prospect had
at Livermore Falls.
been fulfilled, there would have been : tering
it
was there were It
As
crowd.
good
East Hebron.
couples, and a good time was enjoyed
City people are arriving to enjoj
A merry crowd came from Del Cole's ii ι
the ox cart, which was lined with papei country life with vegetables and fruit foi
and decorated with vines, and hauled bj a change.
Mrs. G. Hodder of Lynn returned
Mr. am I
a line yoke of steady old oxen.
E.
Mrs. Cole occupied the cart with si] from Auburn to her sister's, Mrs.
Allen's, with a very painful ear in which
guests.
Both of G. L. Stephen·' cottages a sore is gathering.
Mrs. Dow's baby that fell and injured
Camp Christopher and Camp Echo, an
her cheek is not gaining but is suffering
occupied by summer people.
Mrs. Marcus Allen and son Masoi from a severe pain constantly.
Mrs. E. Allen and Mrs. Frank visited
have gone to Jonesport to visit he
friends in Turner on Saturday evening,
parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ricker havi ) attending a lawn party at Mrs. Frank
about twenty boarders at present, ant I French's, where many of their relatives
were present. Mr. L. Greene and wife ol
this month.
more are

Mrs. J. Murray Kay of Brookline,
Mass.. was a guest at Mrs. Columbia
Parris' last week.
\ irolf tournament of mixed foursomes
will be given ..n Friday and Saturday of
this week. Entries can be made with
the Greens Committee, consisting of
Judge \V. P. Potter, Miss Gertrude M.
Brown and Miss Clara C. Case.
Charles L. Case. Esq., of New \ork,
joined his family here Saturday where
he hopes to remain for a vacation of a
"l

NHss "Polly" Davies «ave a birthday
party to her little friends recently, it
being her fifth anniversary.
E.
Davies and Miss
Mrs. Albert
"1'ollv" Davies went to Waterville Saturday. where they will meet Mr. Davies
and later return with him to Paris Hill.
Miss VanWagenen entertained a party
of friends on Monday evening at "Cross-

Prentiss Cummings, Esq., has returned to his summer home here after a business trip to Boston of a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Atwood, with
For Senator:
Master Raymond, are visiting their son,
of
Stoneham.
BARTLKTT,
JONATHAN
William E." Atwood, at Ilancock I oint,
ior a few days.
For Judge of Probate:
Mrs. Colonel Tracy of New York was
of Bethel.
ADDISON E. HKKRICK.
a recent guest at Madam Parris'.
For Register of Probate:
Judge W. P. Potter goes this week to
of Paris. St. Louis to be present at the fair on
ALBERT D. PARK,
For

County

Treasurer:

GEORGE M. ATWOOD,

of Paris.

For County Attorney :
of Norway.
CHARLES P. BARNES,

Pennsylvania Day.
Rev W. J. Taylor of Lewistou
preach in the Universal church

Suudav. Aug. 21st.

will
next

Don't forget the annual fair given by
the ladies of the Baptist circle, at Cum·
I mings Hall, on Thursday afternoon and
For County Commissioner:
at 2:30
of Fryeburg. evening, Aug. IS. Fair opens
DEAN A. BALLARD.
o'clock. No admission in the afternoon.
For Sheriff:
«All come! There will be held, tu the
of Rumford. evening, in the audience room of the
HARRIS L. ELLIOTT,
church a grand concert given by South
Harriett 11.
for ltvpr««rutatlv«· to the Legislature. Paris talent, with Miss
Winslow of Philadelphia as reader.
Rumford,
J. II.

MARTIN.

of

Paris, Buckdeldand Milton Plantation,
of Parle
WALTER I.. GRAY.
Norway, Oxford and Hebron,
EDWARD E. WITT.

of

FKOOKAMHB.

Rumford.

Norway

ν

I.

Duet

·>

Rt'Hillntr—A

3

,

Mrs. H. E. Wilton.
Mrs. LuellaΓ.

l.eitenil,..-

! f....

Smiley.

Miss Wlnalow.

vî"?În%lôv
Miss M;i S. Dean, accompanist.

expected

Miss Grace S Dean

Mr. and Mrs.

Wilford

to

Portland were present.
Olive Hersey of Auburn is with hei
ntece, Mrs. J. Harper.
Mrs. .1. Austin and daughter, Emma
are
Keene,
visiting Mrs. Austin't
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Erastus Hayes.
Mr. Geo. Needham'e father is witli

Bowker havi

returned to their parents', Mr. and Mrs

Mrs. Smile v.
R· W.Emerson
Kach and all
α
W.
The Hills of the Lor-1
MUs NV InsloW.
b Scotch Selections
Tambourine Sol», Master Raymond Fenfold.
\ lolln au
uracc and l<la Dean.
My Double ami How he I'n lM Me.
^ ^
Miss Wluslow.
Mrs. Wilson
Peu fol" I. accompanistMrs.

poorly yet.

At th· dreat
are

quite

▲

Mlu Long left town Wednesday after
a short tarry at the summer home.
Rossie O. Tilton left Wednesday for
Auburn, thence to Floral Park.
Virgil Cole went to Lisbon Thursday

World'·

Îou

ASSOCIATION
VISITS ST. LOUIS AND THE LOUISIANA
MAINS

PRESS

SUMMER WRAPPERS

peer or eves a rival for many year·,
and if you want to aee a great exposition
should embrtce toe opportunity
PABTT
et ween now and the first of December,

Fair.

MARKED DOWN !

A. E. F.

PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

As to the

Philippines.

(Prom FresMent Roosevelt'· apeocli accepting

nomination.)
(SlzUi letthrj
Our foothold in the Philippines greatly
It seems to be time to draw to a close
Alterations have begun, and next week we will want all of the
nur position in the competithese rambling comments on things seen strengthens
we
but
the
of
trade
the
East;
This time to make mo e room, we are going to sacrifice
room
at the fair. Do not imagine that I have tion for
in the
Get one of these Domestic lawn
mentioned the hundredth part of what I are governing the Philippines
who e line of lawn wr»ppers.
interest of the Philippine people them- our
saw, not to mention the vast amount
a
more this season.
>ome
All
them
it
use
can
have
wh:le
We
already given
you
that I did not see. I have only touched selves.
wrappers now
in their government, and our
here and there upon things which were large share
increase this share as 3J t0 44·*
of interest to me, and may be to some purpose is to
rapidly as they give evidence of increas- ONE LOT L'gbt Wrappers, of good print, braid trimmed, flounce ^kirt.
one else.
ing fitness for the task. The great maï .71»
were SI.00, now
COMPLETENESS OF THE FAIR.
jority of the officials of the islands,
not
is
fair
that
the
stated
I have before
whether elective or appointive, are al- ONE LOT Uwn Wrapper*, light colore and white, neatly trimmed, flounce skirt.
finished, and never will be. I may be ready native Filipinos. We are now
··*.!<>
were ♦1.25, now
A
misunderstood in that statement.
providing for a legislative assembly.
neat figures in good
eat deal of the work of preparation has This is the first step to be taken in the ONE LOT Lawn Wrappem, good quality, small
ρ„|„ν,
•d to be done since the fair was opened, future; and it would be eminently un......
«ι.ι«*
lace trimmed, were #1.50, now
yet I do not mean that at the time we wise to declare what our next step will
lace trimmed yoke, tlounce
colors,
fine
of
muslin,
pretty
LOT
Κ
Wrappers
were there a big force of men were hustl- be until this first step has been taken ON
.......
#1.49
ou skirt, were #1.75, now
ing to get the buildings done and the and the results are manifest. To have
work
this
of
exhibits installed. Most
gone faster than we have already gone ONE LOT black and white Petticoats of good sateen, were #1.49. now
7.,
of
walls
The
done.
and
well
was done,
in giving the islanders a constantly in«
iihh
i
.US.
colored
dark
regular
price
stripes,
one or two of the small buildings were
creasing measure of self government ONE LOT Gingham Waists,
just going up, and some of the exhibits would have been disastrous. At the
Fine line of Neckwear, 25c. and 50c.
the spaces
were being unpacked and
present moment to give political indecases were
these
but
for
in
them,
result
would
to
the
islands
prepared
pendence
so rare as to make only an occasional the immediate loss of civil rights, perbreak in the completeness. When I say sonal liberty and public order, as rethe fair will never be finished, I refer
gards the mass of the Filipinos, for the
principally to some of the external majority of the islanders have been
features of it which the very magnitude
given these great boons by us and only
of the thing makes it difficult if not imkeep them because we vigilantly safeto
possible to biing completion. Though guard and guarantee them. Tu withthe main portion of the grounds is in fine draw our government from the islands
shape as to landscape effects, there will at this time would mean to the average
be in less conspicuous places patches of native the loss of his barely-won civil
broken ground or straggling grass where freedom. We have established in the
there should be velvety turf; there will islands a
government by Americans asbe—are now—accumulations of rubbish sisted by Filipinos.
We are steadily
of
on
the
which only heroic efforts
part
striving to transform this into self-govcleaned
the management can keep
up; ernment by the Filipinos assisted by
and there will be some poorly-paved Americans.
streets where, after every rain, the
Vote to Endorse the President.
traveler will sink into a slimy, plastic
mud. This Missouri mud is queer stuff.
Your foot slides around in it in a helpTHE EFFECT OK MAINE'S VOTE ON TIIE
less kind of way, and yet it attaches itMATIONAL CAMPAIGN.
self to your shoes in chunks, till your
There is
feet resemble elephants' feet.
nothing in New England like Missouri
(Portland Express.)
the

to visit a son.
But nine tickets were sold from this
station for Thursday's excursion.
A young lady trying titles with a
freight train was one of the amusing·
sights on the street a few days since.
Two very heavy showers came to our
relief Thursday.
Coming after the
gentle rain of the previous night there
will be great benefit.
Mr. P. A. Taylor has packed their
household goods and shipped them to
Boston, where they are to engage in a
restaurant business.
Emery Parsons of Hartford visited his
brother Henry, who is ill, on Friday.
The wife of Dr. Davee has recently
visited her parents, Dr. and Mrs. W. P.

possible.

Ε

Bridgham.

|

Mrs. R. C. Bradford of Portland, reOne
liberal patronage.
received a
hundred and fifty partook of a most ap- turning from Rumford Falls, stopped
Mr.
petizing supper. Over $200 was added off Friday to call on her parents,

Emiuons.
A daughter of Mr. Thomas Stearns,
accompanied by her husband, have been
visiting at Charles Bates'.
Mr. Bates is progressing well in the
building of his house, and L. C. Bates
has his new tenement up and boarded.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Reed went to Boston Saturday for a stay of a week.

ed to his home in Rochester, N. ». a»™·
Case will remain here for a fortnight

Bockfkld.
Henry Parson· and wife

and Mrs. Wm. P. Bridgham.
The eastern war pales into insignificance in this burg since the unpleasantness over pet dogs has broken out.
person does not claim to own a
dog, but some own one, some two and upward. The largest number, as far as
heard from, is eight for any one man.
Some feel like protecting their cats and
shy a stone occasionally, and so the war
is on. We expect to appear with sensational headings later.
Capt. Lewis Bisbee passed away Friday at 90 years of age. Mr. Bisbee was
widely and favorably known. One of the
substantial men of Sumner, though beiDg
identified largely in Buckfield affairs.
Feeling incompetent, to make extended
notes, we leave it for those familiar with
his early life work.
Dr. and Mrs. Wm. P. Bridgham spent
Saturday with friends at West Minot.
Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Shaw are at South
Ilarpswell rusticating. From there they
go to Boston Monday.
An infant of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Damon passed away Friday morning.
Lot Keen goes to Boston Monday.
When the merchant chided the Irishman in his employ and told bim he could
cot learn him anything, Pat retorted, "I
have learned one thing since I have been
with you. Seveuteen hundred pounds
for a ton!" Others aie learning a like
lesson on a smaller scale.

Every

NORWAY, MAINE.

mud.

WHAT THE CROWD LOOKS LIKE,

In a strict sense there is no "crowd,"
or was not when we were there, though
,
there may be one later, wheu the cool
fall months and the approaching close of
the fair bring the people in with a rush.
\V ith so much territory as there is in the
North Paris.
grounds, a hundred thousand people
well distributed leave plenty ol
J. II. Dunham and wife, W. W. Dun- fairly
room for full freedom of motion everyham and wife, James Bradford and wife,
unless it may be on the Pike, ol
A. D. Littlehale and wife, Mrs. C. A. i where,
an evening.
tbiK
Boston
visit
to
Abbott, all expect
All sections of the country are repreweek and will also visit friends in nearsented in the attendance; it is no local
weeks.
two
and
be
gone
by towns
affair in any sense. This fact will be imThe Chase family reunion comes at
pressed upon you if you examine tht
of
Brunswick the 24th
August.
visitors' register at one of the state
it
And
done
not
who
are
Those
haying
buildings, or those which are kept by
slow work, so much dull weather.
I tried this in
some of the exhibitors.
several different places, and in running
East Sumner.
through a page of register I never failed
Our visitors to Old Orchard have most- to find the people scattered all over the
ly returned.
country, from Canada to California, and
But few summer visitors have arrived representing all sections.
as yet.
As to the character and quality of the
Very few if any of the old veterans people, it is a fact which impresses the
National
the
attend
from the vicinity
visitor that the mass of them are from
!
Encampment at Boston. They are grow- what maybe termed the great middle
j
class in a country where classes are suping old.
Winnie Heald and Claude Brown have posed not to exist. The very rich arc
the
an
on
Magallo- not here in numbers—they can travel
outing trip up
gone
way. They took a canoe and camping where they please, and see many ol
outfit with them and anticipate a fine these things in the countries from which
I
time fishing.
they come, and they do not care for
Owing to continued dull weather, more than a fleeting glance. The very
many have not yet secured their meadow poor of course are not here. Pickpocket*
hay. One hay day in three weeks1 time would find it a poor place to work iu
makes hay making a slow process.
grounds so well policed, and gamblers
The crew of men who have been hoe- have a better field of operations in tlii
have
Co.
for
the
Minot
Packing
ing corn
wide-open city of St. Louis and the
about finished their job. It looks now Mississippi steamboats. Most of the
like a large business for the company people who are here, though naturally
this season. Every one hopes that it
spend money a little more freely
will prove to be so.
I than when at home, have had to reckon
the cost, and are bound to improve the
East Bethel.
opportunity by seeing as much as they
Hay makers are still awaiting the sun- can. They are on a vacation, and art
amiable and genial, and vou feel entirely
shine.
They are clean
C. M. Kimball visited Dixfield the 9th. at home among them.
Z. W. Bartlett visited Lewiston the sensible, intelligent—in fact, I believe at
representative a body of the great Ameri
6th.
■

I

Men's Fall Hats.

In the September election Mr. Cobb
stands for President Koosevelt, and Republicans everywhere should bear this
in mind. They should note the desire of
the Democrats to avoid national issues
here, and to place the campaign discussion upon state issues. The Republicans
are perfectly willing to meet the Democracy upon state issues, and the campaign will not see them shirking a discussion of the merits of our ease before
the people, or the fitness of our candidates for the positions for which they
are nominated, but beyond and above
all is to be kept in mind the importance
of registering every possible vote for the
head of the ticket, in order that the

Our autumn styles of Men's
Soft and Stiff Hats are now
in. We have satisfied our
customers hitherto. We can

again.

do it

The Best Hat of All
Is the Chester

great country may know that the Republicans of Maine mean what they say

ing

they endorse the administration
and candidacy of Theodore Koosevelt.
when

Then

more

Derbys,

Also the noted Bedford

Among

ill Thursday night with cramps
and a kind of cholera. Ilis case was so
severe that ho had to have the members
of the crew wait upon him and Mr. Clifford was called and consulted. He told
them lie had a medicine in the form of
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrliœa Remedy that he thought would help
him out and accordingly several doses
were administered with the result that
the fellow was able to be arouud next
day. The incident speaks quite highly
of Mr. Cifford'e medicines.—Elkadcr,

suddenly

est

Price

Swell,

have the celebrated Crest and Manhat-

we

tan

TAKEN WITH CRAMPS.
Win. Kirmse, a member of the bridge
gang working near Littleport was taken

Noth-

Derby. Zephyr weight.

Special

of light

weight

Price $2.00

Only $1.50

at

the soft hats is the "COBWEB",

Crash Flats,

$2.50

light-

$ 1.50

at

$1.00

at

Megaphone,
A large stock of latest

•5°

at

styles

in Fall

Caps.

F. PLUMMER, a,

J. L. Bowker's.
It is reported that there is to be an en
tertainment three nights at Dudley'
Opera House this week.
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Rev. Mr. llayden will preach at tli »
Stonebam. 3.
WvMxUtock, Greenwood, Albany,
Iowa, Argus.
him
this
week.
at
10:3i
)
Universalist
church, Aug. 24,
Stow, Sweden, Waterford and Denmark,
This remedy never fails. Keep it in
Blanche Record passed last week at Mr
Telephone 106-3.
A. M.
of Woodstock. 9
GEORGE L. Ct'SUMAN,
your home, it may save life. For sale by
Albert Merrill's with her aunt Alice.
Àicue»
Jones Drug
&
South
Paris;
ShurtletT
Co.,
the
A goodly number attended
grovi
Bethel, Ma^on, Gtlead, Newry, Upton, tirafton,
^ ι
Greenwood.
Store, Oxford; Noyes Drugstore, Norllanover. Andover, "Byron, Roxbury, Doors open at 7, concert begins at S
meeting in Canton from this place lasl
Lincoln Plantatlbu, MttKalloway Planta
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Mrs. Horace MoKeen and two daugh- concert given by Professor
1 alslng of frothy mu- cough worse nights and
making about 70 cents on every dolWight at
honors through official position, although ters, Mildred and Le ta,
The garden spots of the World's Fair exposition, probably with a fair degree
cous
and a Mr. North Newry Monday evening, August
mornings
lar's worth of goods they sell.
Wilson's Mills.
for
the
fair
at
In
τ
liai
force
of
loss
<
960,000,000
accuracy,
xpectorating yellow
The lover of
ire now in full bloom.
always taking a deep interest in public Bowers from Hyde Park, Mas·., are ι8. Miss Gibson of Bethel and Mrs. Kela fee 11 η κ of ttirbtne··
m jitter
I try to get an average profit ol
Mr. and Mrs. Nutting of Otisfleld are : lowers should visit the Exposition tlone, exclusive of the amount spent by
affairs. He was chosen a delegate to visiting at H. B. McKeen's.
across the upper part
In
and
were
sang
breathing
lfflculty
very
logg
sweetly,
loudly
When you
five cents on a dollar.
of the chest
iritbin the next few weeks if he wishes risitora. While the material, commer- J requent sneexlng
the Republican National Convention
Burnham McKeeu and Perley Adams ιapplauded. At the close of the concert guests at Rev. E. A. Tuck's.
Mrs. Arthur Flint and daughter, with ι ο have his tastes gratified in the fullest. ;ial and educational advantages of the
which nominated James G. Blaine for are cutting the hay on Kate Adams' jice cream and cake were
here you save much more than
will destroy acitivity of all
Hyomei
served, aud a ber
ALSO
sister, Miss Bessie Billiard, are ; Snriched by
rain and sunshine, !air are great, it ia seriously questioned
President at Chicago in 1884. He is place.
«dance following was
atarrhal germs in the respiratory orI make.
greatly enjoyed by
more than balance the
fond of music, is a good tenor singer,
ι ind fostered by the care of an army of whether they
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Hilton of East 1the
guests at F. A. Flint's.
ans and in a few weeks the cure will
young people.
1
and it is doubtful if congress,
Cement
for Mooaehead t killed
sidewalks
started
Bennett
made
E.
S.
sost,
in
18
and
flower
has
and a keen student of history and anti- Waterford are at Won. Gammon'·.
every
Mr.
e complete.
gardeners,
J. M. Hannaford of South Paris has
irhioh has to provide for quite a frac·
Will ! ι prnng into luxuriant blosaom.
quarian affairs. He is a member of the Hilton is helping hay when it ia good 1been visiting a few days with friends in Lake Thursday to guide a party.
This is a strong statement, but F. A. 14 inch squares for $1.00 per square
ι ion of the expense, will be inclined to (
at Lily Bay
make their
Îaioe Historical Society, and an honor- weather.
hurtleff A Co. emphasize it by agree|I Five or six new electric road· are
tthia town and Bethel.
fair
world's
with
favor
]
ook
«aid,
upon any
A party of summer boarders from
J ig to refund your money If Hyomei rard. Cements steps made to order.
er member of the Webster Historical
Farmers are much hindered about Bouse and make snort oanoe tripe.
Raspberries hav· beea vary abundant 1 obein contemplation for construction >roposltion in the near future. The St. oea not cure.
;iety of Boston and of the Columbia. Lovell went on to Speokled Mountain 1their haying on aoooant ot cloudy
South
Maine.
V joola fair le likely to remain without a
md of fin· quality, also the bluebarrlaa. i a Maine another aeaaon.
Institute ol Tennessee.
'ιweather, nat crops are
Iussday.
growing rapidly.
5·

Dlxdeld, Canton, Hartford, Sumner, Peru and
Mexico,
«.
of Dlxlleld. 4.
GKORGE L. MERRILL,
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Souvenir Novelties
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Grerman

China.

Mugs, Cups, Plates, Bonbon, Etc.

■

Also souvenir postal cards

I
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probabl;

I

N.

J

■

on

aluminum

blotters, etc.

Dayton

pin trays,

Bolster & Co.,

THE APOLLO CHOCOLATES

I

Distinctive for their Perfection

in

PURITY, QUALITY, DESIGN.
Fancy

i

pound.

I

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
2 Stores,
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j 5?™ [ Maine.
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SIMON STAHL,
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OASTORIA
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Son, Profit Sharing.
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ed at William P. Mutton's Satunla *
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Charles A. Merrill and children <
Auburn were with relatives in towu fc

»·. M.

^

Mrs. \V. O. Frothingham and ιβ a
Willie returned Inst week from the! r
visit at Eastpurt.

Mrs. Clara Andrews started Saturda ?
morning for Patten, Maine, for an indel
inite stay with her sister.
Miss Grace I. DeMotte, who was her
with Mrs. E. A. Howe for some
time, I ^
in town fur a visit with friends.
Miss

CHI KCHK8.

Iva vMcArille

and

Miss

Mau< '

Carter, who have beeu teaching in a sum
Rev. W. ]
mer school in
■.•.tilonai Church.
Boston, have returnet '
.-'.or. rreaehtnjr eenrlce·, 10Λ £
home.
1 ■_
Mm. lay School 12
*

I

u

;

}

r
t

;

r *
-.

,

t

grayer meeting, »:3u
45A.M.;S»bbath Scbot
MeeUnn, 6 1J r. u. ;
orayer aieetln t
tetluir? r.
'.·· I'.ii.· VrMav evening
">uii'l;»y, preat bin* ten'lc
■»> NinjI U >i
(na\er omi
i.
n ei'lllijf Tu· I. lay eveniut
H
Kev .1. II. I.Ittie, Pubtoi
m
every Sunday at 2:30 p.
···.

I '.itfui

·.

\

ι

>

·■'

e. M.

:

Kvenlng service,

»ΓΚΙ> MKLTIXOS.

o«l>fe, So. !<4. lietrula:
evening ou or before full inoon
m Mb a l.o-lge, regular meet
■' cat-h week.—Aaron
:r·. M·m·lay evetilugi

l'art- 1

ν
\!

Mrs. Page of Wellesley, Mass., \e< I
Merrill of Fariuiugton, and Mr. and Mrs

Lawless and two children of Lewistoi
are quests of Mrs. L. M. Lunt for a fev

j

days.

Albert M. Hammond is very ill. Mrs
A. W. Haiumoud of Berlin. N. H., Lia: 1
Ueu here for a tew days helping care foi
him, and Mr. Hammond came uowu foi

Sunday.

Mrs. Elizabeth Edgerley of Portland
anil Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Pari in and sua ο I
Sabattus were at W. H. Blake's Sunday.
Mrs. Pari in and sun will remain for s
few weeks.

ITS HUNDREDTH YEAB

!

John J. Hayden of Haverhill, Mass.
with his people io town thie week
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Stearns returne< '
from Lovell Wednesday afternoon, afte
a ten days' visit with Hon. J. P. Stearns
Edith M. Smith has sold her horse
"Pedro," to Chas. W. Partridge of Nor ;
way Lake.
Charles Crosby is employed by Guy L
Curtis on the street sprinkling business
T. L. Heath and crew moved the new
boiler for C. B. Cummings & Sons fron
the depot to the Bridge Street heatinf
plant the first of the week. The boilei
weighed nearly sixteen tous and wai
moved on rollers.
Surveyor W. L. Gray of South Paris
was engaged Wednesday to survey lots
on Water Street for J. R. Brown, C. E.
Dearborn and others. The lots are opposite the Webb corn factory,
A Board of Trade meeting was held al
Ryersou Hall Thursday evening. W. H.
Howard of Portland gave the members
who atteuded a most interesting talk.
Mr. Howard is iu the interest of tb*
Board of Trade Journal. Several new
members were taken into the association.
John Robinson of Oxford was in town
the first of the week with his auto.
It
is a beauty and highly appreciated by
its owner.
Lewis Fox of Grampion, Pa.,
visiting in town. Mr. Fox is a native of
Lovell. He went from Lovell to Orampion tliirty-o*ie years ago. He is a
was

is^

I Andover Celebrates the Centennia

I

of its

merchandise.

A decorated bicycle behind which ws
drawn a platform carrying a large watct
A team carrying a large load of doweli

■

Incorporation.

belonging

FEATURES, PARADE
DINNER, AND LITERARY EXERCISES.—

MANY SUCCESSFUL

VALU

HENRY V. POOR WRITES

HON.

ABLE HISTORICAL ADDRESS.

The

booming

boards.
A float

of a salute of one hun-

carrying

representing

the Milton House

decoiated in evergreen,

and carryinj

with flsliiug rode, tenni
rackets, etc., and four men having :
social game of cards.
A float representing the old process ο
young

dred guns, echoing up and down tl,e
Ellis River vallev, at sunrise of Wednesday, Aug. 10, woke all the inhabitants oi
Andover, and gave notice to them that
the day had opened on which they were
to celebrate the centennial anniversary

to R. A. Grover.

an old-fashioned up
and-down saw in actual motion, the cat
riage bearing a log to be converted int

A float

people

shaving shingles. The shingles weri
split out from cedar bolts, and weri
shaved by Milton Cutting, who in hii
day bas shaved more than a hundret

thousand.
th'e
ancien
A team representing
of the incorporation of the town.
As all the world knowe—or ought to method of reaping grain with a sickle
know—there are few sections of New with all appropriate accompaniments
England which have more picturesque not excepting the little brown jug.
A McCormick reaper and binder ii
scenery than Oxford County; and as one
modert
illustrating the
goes from place to place within the operation,
county's borders, hè is apt to consider method.
Several modern farm implements, in
each new spot he finds as the loveliest.
As he reaches Andover it is easy to award eluding a manure spreader, and a boilei
the palm to that pretty village of the and threshing machine now used by Ο
plain surrounded by some of Oxford s Β. and Ε. S. Poor.
A hayrack drawn by oxen, and con
grandest hills. And certainly it never
looked lovelier than on the morning ot taining a number of haymakers with hay
its centennial day, when the ascending ing tools such as were used fifty yean
sun lifted the river fog, and sent it sky- ago.
An Indian tribe in native costume (but
ward in cloudlets from the summits oi
the bille.
represented by white men) having in tlx
The morning was cool, almost danger- hayrack which carried them a wigwam
ouslv near a frost, but the sun shone of boughs and a campfire in operation.
The Andover fire company's wagon,
the
hours, and

Advertised letters iu South Paris jiosl
office, Aug. 15, 190-1 :
brother of W. Stanley Fox.
Mrs. Sellle Howe.
Monday eveuing the public enjoyed a
Min» c. T. Hav« n.
Hall.
early
*«'
brightly duriug
>'»
at:: :r
faker sho'w at the corner of Main and
I' -t Vo. 14.·», ineeti
Mr. Wll'Unt Kerly.
made it just a comfortable summer day. with hooks .and ladders, buckets, pump
Verute ff. Btekfbnl.
Saturday eveulngi* of eacl
Deering Streets. This time the subject I^ater the sky was overcast, a condition and hose.
K. Hall.
\
of the sale was collar buttons aud a few
Sfi Jb ι,.
S. F, Davis, Postmaster.
An old-fashioned cotillion danced in a
which, until near the close of the day,
: Keitef Corp» meets drei
other things, "all worth the money was more
evenings of each moDth.tr
.·.
acceptable to the gathered hayrack.
Kev. and Mrs. J. H. Little have pone
The rear of the procession was brought
Hailpaid."
multitude than bright sunshine would
'■U tel1 «Π
from May 1 to Oct. 1, to Boston this week to attend the G. A.
<»l"

»!

e

i'it Ιί·
fuu.·.

l.otlge, So
Krtlayi or eacl

'·«

kah

Sophia Tufts is visiting friends and
K. encaiupnieut and reunion. The Jl3rd
relatives for a few weeks in Jay.
Saturday, In Massachusetts
of which Mr.
Regiment,
Jesse Allard and Howard Moulton
oue H
Little was a member and non-cominis- struck for
n i an·! fourth Mou.lay· of
Freedom, N. IL, Tuesday
Γα^^·
sioned officer, holds its reunion at 213
Freedom is their former home
rath Olvtitii.
No. lsl,
eveuing.
Κ
rook
Lodge,
»:■
k
n>
\
at 4:30 ι*, m., Tuesday, and
vi.rth Wednesday evening» Boylstun Street,
they annually drive across country
the Itith.
for a visit of two weeks.
tsck » ·'>·"''
meeU
31,
every
No.
!· I-·.··!tf*.-.
Mrs. Hattle L. Davis of Washington,
Quite a portion of the Hood of matter
k- u Pythtu Hill.
Λ. ·..:
\ uierlca.—South I'arls intended for this
■·.■. of
»
ν
wtiich poured I). C., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
pajier,
Tue»fourth
«<t- necond and
\
intu the Democrat office between 5 p. m. George Whitman.
In t»o ien ( roan llall.
Margaret Packard of Baltimore, Mu.,
1'arrl·» CuUOell, No. Ιβίΐ, Saturday and the hour of going to press
Mon lay esenlnit» at Τ 3·'.
un Monday, is omitted.
:
It is simply im- is visiting her friends and relatives in
possible to use it at so late an hour. We town for a few weeks.
in Bust·>n fur a week.
v
;
The second Congregationalist church
|ί
are duly grateful to those who furnished
Haven't forgotten news which we were unable to use, aud will be closed until the second Sunday in
Week
I
Rev. B. S. Rideout aud
those who wanted something advertised September.
are at Garlaud for their vacafamily
mustn't
kick.
urti.·» is .spemliiifî a week
tion.
M:
A South Paris man was before the
The exhibition of the ten pound
it titl Οι· h;tr<i.
police court at Auburn Friday, charted salmon taken at Upper Dam by G. It.
,ιιι·1 turnily are at 1'eak's with
W
riding his bicycle on the sidewalk. Bearce of Lewiston, and mouuted whole
»
at ion.
He pleaded guilty aud was fined the
by Capt. J. W. Nash, is attracting lots of
ti
La.s
which he promptly paid.
i
His aiteution.
co>ts,
χοοβ
Tliayer
It is one of Capt. Nash's best
j[
Ν
II., for a week's plea in extenuation, which doesn't sound works.
well
this
for
that
was
lie
very
Mrs. Ruel York and daughter, Marplace,
stay.
did it at home, and didn't know but it
jorie, of Damariscotta Mills, and Mrs.
>f Koxbury visited his was
V \
all right to do it in Auburn. Per- Dora H. York and daughter, Grace, of
li nue. a t'ew days last
haps a little of the Auburn plau would Waldoboro, are the guests of Deputy
},
WtfK.
be a good thing here.
Sheriff Albert P. Bassett.
Amasa B. Bobbins is repairing ami
Murphy went to CJilead
The
national G. A. H. encampment in
term of school laet
ία
Boston this week has drawn quite a shingling his house on Water Street.
Gertrude Merrill of Salem, Mass., is
Week
number from this place.
Among the
Grace B. Bickuell at her home
Ilxskfll is visited by hisI veterans who have gone from here are visiting
ι,,
a few days.
Ha>kell, and daughter, Γ'. II. Lunt, Thomas Powers, Charles A. on Orchard Street for
Mr. and Mrs. Charles II. Adams visited
Young, W. S. Starbird, 1. J. Monk, J.
Ma-s.
of Ml
K. Tucker, T. F. Hathaway, Chandler in Andover during the week.
! : tie .iles au»! Miss I
ν
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Howe visited
Swift, Franklin Maxim, Grinlill Stuart,
!i4 in North Wayne W. B.
Mrs. Arthur E. Morrison,
\;
Stuart, John Pierce, George P. their daughter.
for a »»eek <>r tw<·.
Tucker. E. A. Harlow, and Charles 'Γ. at Rumford Falls the first of the week.
At tho Universalist parish meeting
A large number
>»·> and daughter, Miss Buck of Snow's Palls.
Mi,
it was voted to hear
t Waterville, are visit- of others took ad vantage of the low rail- Thursday evening,
Ler
some candidates.
road
and
or
more
Boston
rates,
:.ere.
sixty
re!a: ves
Noboro Kawasaki, a native of Japan,
tickets have been sold at this station.
η. Miss Mildred f'arlin
and graduate of a Nagasaki college, and
>1:»
On Saturday afternoon occurred the now taking a post graduate course at the
\
H<>we are in (.'olehrook,
Μ
anuual graduation and reception of the Boston University, will lecture at the
!at ves for two weeks.
Ν fl
••Cradle Roll" department of the Meth- Methodist church Wednesday evening,
J. Me et» ttmmiagB and wife
odist Sunday School. The small vestry Aug. 17th, on Mikado's land.
:
cottage at Poland was transformed into a
UV
\ L. Greene and W. B. Chaftiu of
pretty parlor
! to stay two or three with a
Cam; ·.
profusion of tioral decorations. Providence, R. I., are at the Beal's
weekMrs. Julia Abbott, the modest and very Hotel. Mr. Chaftin is paying teller at
and wife, J. H. Record and efficient superintendent, was assisted iu the Atlantic National Bank. Mr. Greene
ladies by is an old soldier and was adjutant of his
» ·■
y XV. Mason and wife teceiving the babies ami the
Eula Millett regiment and is well acquainted with
to Four Mrs. Giles and Mrs. Payne.
<···
ii a ti<hiu«r trip
Law
sang a sweet lullaby song, Lula Payne many G. A. R. men with whom he takes
;>■»» days.
1
Pun
recited, then the graduates to the pri- great pleasure. They have been here
I Nter. I). I)., of Nashua.
mary department standiug in line were for several years on their aunual outing.
at
ν
summer
the
V II.
spending
each presented w ith a tiny bouquet, litBertha Manu lias run A. J. Stearns'
vi it» d his brother, N. D.
tle Mildred Payne acting as flower girl. office during his absence in Lovell.
week.
last
ii·
li»Nte
lay
Fruit was served and a social hour with
Mr and Mrs. John D. Cole of Boston
Il II. ■» irt. who has been principal the thirteen cradle roll babies present are visiting Mrs. Cole's parents, Mr.
Kali, llii;h School, has was much enjoyed. The youthful grad- and Mrs. Wm. C. Cole, at the Falls.
: ·.,· M··
L. M. Longley has purchased the
Henry Wood worth, Earl
ιpal of the hisih school uates were:
Johnson, Kalpli McAlister, Marjorie Mc- Albert Moulton house on Maple Street,
<·
; the coming year.
Alister, Olive Buck, Flora Brooks, How- and will take possession about Sept. 1st.
ii IF. I'.atfuni, Mrs. Chester'A.
Mi
aid Waterhouse, Ernest Briggs.
Mrs. A. T. Bennett and Mrs. James
l'a,· Ν' H.trry W. Collins and Henj.
Pledge are stopping at Poland Camp
uf I'aw tuck et, Κ. I., are
KINO DISTRICT.
F
Ground for a few weeks.
*<
Nl: .Hid Mrs. Sewall M. Kowe.
Poor hay weather, and lots of hay
Don't fail to attend the popular lecture.
Mikado's Land and People, given by Rev.
iry picnic of Mount Mica spoiling.
Noborn Kawasaki, who is a
hfil. ws. postponed froin
college
Roy Cotton is on a visit to his father, "raduate of
nit of tvtd weather, will
Japan, and a postgraduate
F. L. Cotton.
One
studeut of Boston
University.
Saturday at
Mrs. Kdson Spofford is visitiug her hundred stereopticon views will be given.
t.r ·..·
Kawasaki will sing native
Kev Mr.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fuller.
:eii of Haverhill, Mass.,
is accompanied by Mr.
He
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kimball called songs.·
: >
itli Paris, joined his famTadauori Togi, another native of Japan,
Mrs. Hayden aud on Mr. aud Mrs. Beau one evening re-»<tk.
now a student at the New England Conhave been in Maine for cently.
servatory of Music, who will give violin
V :.·
··.
Fred W. A lieu and brother aud two solos. Both will appear in native cosHum A Morton aud wife, Alton C. sisters spent Saturday in Portland aud tume. This will be at the M. E. church,
Norway, Wednesday e· ming, August IT,
lia:r> M. Wheeler, Miss Edith enjoyed a spleudid time.
nt 7:45 o'clock.
\ :hurn and Miss Florence
Have»
Club.
a
Form
To
A large number of Norway s soldiers
Republican
•a♦■tit Thursday to
Camp
will visit the G. A. R. encampment at
'•"I
; r .ι fe»v days' stay.
Boston this week. Several parties left
! !iin>on of Oxford, who is a ΑΙ.I. l.NTiLR»TKl> Λ1!Κ ItKy t'ESTKO TU
for that city Saturday morning, but the
to
bis
fr.·
makes
<it>-r here,
MKKT FRIDAY KVE.MXW.
trips
greater number will follow Monday.
ν
uow with a uevv S tau ley
The ν will be gone about one week.
that
>tear
understood
It is
ι;;··
Herbert S. Wood, while butchering a
All who are interested in th» forma*
Ninth l'ar;> will have another automotion of a Republican club are requested ho" for O. P. Brooks at the slaughter
biir tn ·! ·· near future.
house on Cottage Street, received a very
to meet at the assessors' otlice next FriMr\itltur Pratt, two daughters». day evening at 7:30, to take action. The painful, but not serious wound of tne
M.iru·..·! te and Ruth, ant! little sou campaign is close upon us, and it be- lingers of his left hand. The hog moved
\r:
m Orange, N. J.. Mrs- Walter
quickly, throwing the knife which W oc d
hooves us to be stirring.
was using through his left hand, nearly
m^titer Κ va, and Miss Eunice
F
w ».·: e entertained Tuesday at Mr.
severing the ends of the middle and
Base Ball.
third fingers and badly cutting t o
and Mr>. Ν. M. Kowe's.
others. The wounds are rapidly healRe·. Κ « Ingalls of Colchester, G t.,
NcKWAY VS. OXFORD.
bealiug.
wh «a^ j.asU.r of the Congregational
iM'Udviiwii
.uia.
«Η Γ. dun
char·
is place for several years iu
:i
Despite the disagreeable weather, a Stoueham were in town with thoir
afterout
turned
crowd
Saturday
Hood
the
here
was
Tuesday
.ighties,
laughter, Mrs. H. L. Bartlett, the first
a
..1.1 parishioners, lie is spend- noon to see the game between Oxford jf the week.
»ud Norway. Norway was once more
ing li v,k. .i;iou in West brook.
Clarence W. Merrill, who was hired by
defeated by the Oxford team by the onethe
Norway Water Company to take
Tin .'..ij.tist Sunday School of this
sided score of 7 to 1. Although Norway
of the pumping station, has bean
sharge
:i
ved a picuic at Gibson s Grove
pla
of
three
three new men, and only
by the company and Frank
Wwim· »·1.»ν. By a sort of reciprocity played team
lischarged
in
their
the old
regular posi- Itammou reinstated
played
as
engineer. The
..ti
the same day the
the
for
to
be
seemed
tions, the changes
was taken
by the company in
Met h
st Mind
The action
ay School from Norway worse instead of for the better.
give Mr. Gammon another trial.
atue t.·
Penley's Grove for a picnic. feature of the «jaiue was the fast triple «rderto
Miss Vining of Boston and the Misses
Tliet·· ,u> .ι good turnout to each atfair.
.1th
iu
the
made
inning;
by N'orway
play
l'ike are visiting in the Hangeley vicinity.
Tli· '.'..re Thayer returned from the Oxford had men on first and second wheu
The Female Minstrels at the Opera
Pike
that
liner
hard
a
sent
batter
br.·. t
the
Saturmeetiug at Waterviile,
House Monday evening did not draw a
a few iuches from
hand
one
the
with
won
w
took
th
I»
Β.
Nelson, having
il.«>.
full house neither did the entertainto sec- very
race :
three-year-olds easily and also the ground, the ball being played
ment following the main show.
tak ng nr>t premium as the best three- ond and tirst to complete the play.
Alice M. Smith was married to Dr.
F. L. Barrett of
year Id u the state.
Perhaps the team work of the Oxford Lester W. Home Sunday at the home of
v
a
feature,
as
at
muet was there with his mother and team might be looked
the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Howt» m>t·'.flier colts, each of which won lu this department of the £ame, Norway
ard D. Smith, Oak Avenue, by Rev. B.
the
as
changes
bit;· r ·.! "lis in their respective classes, is sadly lacking,
frequent
S. Hideout. The bride ie a graduate of I
J»·- e n.s a brood mare, \N est l'oint as make it imposable for them to develop
Norway High School and Colby College.
bes· tu year-old aiui Koxle as best any well organized team work.
The κ room is also a graduate of the high
tirst
the
Dr.
w«au'.in, tilly. West Point won
At West Paris Saturday afternoon, school and of Tufts Medical School.
heat in the two-year-old race in 1:14 1-2. West Paris defeated Hebrou by a score and Mrs. Home loft fur their home at
ainl m iQt) money. In the last heat lie
New Bedford, Mass. The many friends
of 10 to 0.
<lr«.\. the winning colt out in 1:11 ···*»
of both extend their hearty congratulabeating the world's record as two-yeartions and wishes for a long and prosOxford Pomona Grange.
old.·» ..\er a half-mile track.
life.
perous
Time, 1st Tuesday in September.
At the Saturday afternoon shoot by
W. itusday night's rain caused a post
Place, Frederick Kobie («range, Otis- members of Co. D team, it was the anpoiiciueut ut the band concert, but it tield.
nual contest for company prize for one
Mm.
it duly on Thursday
fKOUKAMMK.
The medal was won
evening^ and
year, a gold badge.
tin- ;siul large crowd gathered to listeu
5tb
Ιο
degree.
M. Sertît. M. P. Stiles with a
Opening Grange
by
t>> it.
These band concerts are a very
Routine work.
score of 42 and 44 points at 200 and 500
Woman's tia.f hour.
(' <· ι-,tut feature of the summer, and alX* hat cjn the (Inters do to pro- yards.
QueoUou:
tl. ._;h the weather has not at all times
and make It
41 ami 44
mute au interest lu the Grange,
Corp. (J. T. Tubbe' aco -Iran
h.··
·.;·.· m >t
favorable possible, they beneilclal ? Opened by stater Shedd.
41 ami 42
V.
J W. Sash
Intermission.
38
uml 42
lu.· always brought out a lanie number
Lieut. Κ. Λ. Hayden
Λ fteruoon.
30 anil 43
"t people. and general
Strjft. C. A Maretou,..:
pleasure is ex- Music.
87
anil 40
M
«raton
Seriït. W. P.
pressed at having the privilege of heaiKutertalument of one-half hour furnished by l'rlv. H. A. Packard,
S3 and 41
3β
ami 3S
in.' tiieni. Every one knows that few Kreikrlck Roliie Grange In charge of beLecturer.
t<
I..
Daugliratjr,
for the
33 ami 40
Question: Kesolve ·. that It would
A. W. Plummer
c· ·: in
try tow n·, can hear so good a band bent Interest of the American people to place 3.
38 anil 34
S. Maxlin
32 anil 34
ever,, week. The crowd is quiet and railroad·. an<l other Industrie* under government Κ. K. Swan,
37 ami 37
Op ued by Bro. Dexter Howe.
J W.Glbbe,
orderly, s.> much so as to be the subject coutrol. Norway
Grange.
29 and 83
Sonne.
L 8. Herrick
"f general comment, aud the concerts are
Pa|>er, Sister Greenléaf.
iu every way very pleasant affairs.
Slater Winnie Kendall.
Victoria Whitmarsh of South LawReading. Crooked River Grange.
rence, Mass., is visiting her brother, W.
Reading. P. L. S tar bird.
Paris Grange has chosen the following
Roble W. Whitmarsh, at the Elm House for a
Music to be furnished by Frederick
committees on the grange exhibit at
few weeks.
Grauge.
couoty fair:
S. E. Jackson, Secy.
The officers of Oxford Castle, Knights I
Ufc.NfcKAL COMMITTKK.
of the Golden Eagle, are as follows:
swan, Cbu. Kilwtrlt. H. U. Ham
Universallst Grove Meeting.
S. P. C.-D. M. French.
moo· I.
S.C.—V. M. Whitman.
The annual grove meeting of the OxF M'IT COJUHTtltKV. C.—J. C. Shepanl.
be
will
Η. P.-K. G. Felt
I.eon A. Bruoks. L. S. Swan. Htraui HeaM·
ford I'niversalist Association
Pond,
V. Η.—E. W. Huuhloe.
held at Dearborn's grove, Bryant's
FAΙΟλ CHOPS.
S. H -G. L. Curtis.
Walu-r Κ Twite bel', lieo. Chapman. C. H Wednesday, Aug. 17, '04.
M. of R.—H. L. Pluniuier.
dlrecUon of
KIuk.
0. of Κ -β. W. Window.
10 30 λ. H. Praise tervlce, under
Κ. of K.-J. P. Cullluau.
vitmsT Ml —
Prof. W. 3. W.gbt of Kethel.
of AuW.C.—O A. Rich
11 DO A. M. Seruioo, Rev. C- R- Tenney
Κ U. Gate·. Will DmmMt. A. B. Talbot.
Bns.—J. B. Everett.
burn.
mue,
iMrl Saturday,
car. in. et* every

<lurtng the

->

■

|

..

weut|

j

1

l'enley's|

J'

#

AM·· Μν·ν

ν*

|

Ill'Γ Γ h Κ

i.frtru.le
Swift.

ASD

CHKKSK.

Twltchell, Core K.

Talbot,

Mary

cuokku food.

Mr* iieo. tbi|>inan, Mr». 8. K. Jackson, Mr··
Ai-h«a Shaw.
«

A.la

ASNkl) FKt IT.

ΚΙιιχ, Knee Swau, Sa'lle Howe.
fancy worn.

LUxl· Bi.utelle, Lucy Edward·, Carrte D·-

cwMer.
>

f

Steams,

AST.yirme.
Helen Child·, Sarah K.

Esq.—C. V. Webber.
1st G.—C. W. Evlra.
9d G.—G. T. Shank

COMMIΓΤΚΚ or AHHAHUItlâKWT.
R H. Gate· an.»
wife, Flora Maxtin.NelB*
Ktrnuey, Mabel Wbltuian, Annie Crockett, >el
Je Blood

THE GENERAL EXERCISES.

Charles

Andrews.
Other committees were as follows.
Invitations : Henry V. Poor, cWnnM. 1Mïï·
Ν «till η D reefer, Hiram D.
Mre Sarah
Elizabeth Hall. Lincoln Tirce^er
Akers. Mrs. Henry L. Poor, L. Merrill Hewcy.
.J. K. Akers. Fre<l «nilth.
Programme an.l entertainment
bot, chairman, Miss Aune» Β.

John
F

_

Tal-

r

r,?-

Fi

A.'

Tal-

A.
wUi''Talbot,
bMuU."; LΚ1
Otne^
M be Bertha I. chalrma^
Poor, Mrs.
Harry

Bursas,

ThAntfuûarian

nenry W. I'oor, chairman,
Thou.as Stone. Mrs. Olcott B. Poor, !Mrs. John
Caldwell, Mrs. George Abbott, Mrs. John r.
T
Dinner- Mm Henrv L. Poor, chairman, Mm.
Κ A Grover. Mrs. Timothy Hastlne·. Mr*.
John' CaMwell. Mr.. W. Lovejoy, Peter «

^·„Γ3™·Λγ·α^«.
Walter «λ»"»'»"·
\v "ν Perkins,
John W.

Mrs.

New-on, Mm. C. E-

9«tt?Mre!a H.'Burgc'e·,
A.

Hanson.

Mrs.'

Mrs.

Mrs C.

Cujhman

L. I. Akers,

D?T

:rr°.

Purchase of township. 1788.
Settled by Kzektel Merrill from Went New
bury, 178tt
Merrill house built, 17U1.
Second ►ettler, Enoch Adains, 1791.

Α. Λ. Berry, L. E. Barnes, A.J. Abbott, h. M.
B
Sou venir: O'cott B. l'oor, chairman, C. L.
Chandler. Miss Florence Talbot. **«· «· 'Melcher.lt A. Grover. Kev. \> i. B. Jackson.
Platform: C. A. Andrews.

Hewey,'6

Followed by Abbott*, tirage, Poors, etc.,
Andover, Mass.
Incorporated a» East Andover. (Mann.), iwM.
Name changed on Maine becoming u mate,

from

^nk

Κ.

ADecô™Uni?TMÎs?BeeslcJsNKr

Misa Alice Poor. Mrs. L. E. Barnes,
Barnes, E. S. Poor.
THK

waiter

ASTKJl'AKIAS ΚΧ III ill j".
At the town ball was a very
ing exhibit of antiquities, any attempt tu
describe which must be imperfect,
large anil varied was it. On the
form a fireplace was furnished with
lows and ancient lire tools. In front
Jtood tin bakers of various models, and
In
it one side a warming pau.
îorrier was a spinning wheel, in another
ι flax wheel.
Ranged on tables
ng down the hall were a great variety I
)f ancient articles, most of them of
rect historical interest in Andover. Two
band-made pitchforks in the exhibit,
looking very crude affairs in these days I
're known to be 100 and 125 years old reipectively. Some of the old rude-lookng implements were so old that they
ftere marked "What is it?" either to
puzzle the spectator or because the
>wner did not himself know for what
>

interest-1

furnished

plat-1

bel-|

I
onel
I
extend-1
d>-1
I

made.
they
An interesting collection of mementoes I
)f Dr. Silvanus Poor and his wife Mary
Merrill were shown, including Dr. Poor's
taddlobags, a tablecloth from the trousleau of Mary Merrill, spun and woven iu
be Merrill house, and her Bible, confining the family record from the time
>f her marriage to Dr. Poor, Feb. 18
were

1802.
The Bible of Rev. Daniel Gould,
was another
_ng from 1 "!·!>,
eature o£ the exhibit of old books,
which a large number were shown.
The original agreement to
'The First Congregational Society iu I
\ndover," iu excellent preservation, wasl
ihown. The signatures include twelve!
\bbotts (part of them spelled it Abbot),
;hree Merrills, three Poors, three
ioys, two Stricklands and two Swans.

dat-1
interesting!

reunion

Children teething often suffer from
on Sun. Cholera Infantum, Diarrhea, or some
in
Maine
drownings
Only
were Clarence form of Bowel Complaint. Db. Sbth
day, the 7th. These Karl
and
Hastings, Arnold's Balsam is the best remedy.
13,
Wrieht, aged
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.,
were drowned while bath- Warranted by
who
12,
aged
South Paris, West Pari·.
in Nahukoag Pond, Bast Pittston.
two

ing

/

TUE

DINNER.

The other

names are

Stevens, Rice, Hall,

Harrington, Marston, Sweat, Bragg, and

Webster.

I

The date is Jan. 21, 1822.
THK

PARADE.

They echo 'moug the trees,

I

ofl
ofl
|
satisfac-1

And tell to me a wondrous talc,
Which set* my heart aglow!
When forest tilled this lovely vale,
One hundred years ago!

The procession started

I
wasl
An-1

|

representa-1

|

A body of about twenty G. A. R.
veterans rode in a carriage appropriately
decorated in red, white and blue.
A float made of a large batteau and
decorated in the national colore and
driven by Uncle Sam carried Miss Florence Talbot representing the Goddess of
Liberty, and thirteen other young ladies
representing the thirteen original states
A large number of school children in a

decorated carriage.
The King's Daughters, in a carriage
decorated in purple and white.
Ellis Glen Assembly, No. 35, Pythian
Sisterhood, in a float adorned with the
colore of the order.
Cabot Lodge, No. 117, Knights of
Pythias, in full regalia, exemplifying a
degree on a blindfolded candidate with
woodaaw and other instruments of tor-

With heurt attuned to rhythmic sound
On* sought the rugged way,
And here at least Elysium found;
Ills name revere to day !

WAISTS,

I
I
I
|

|

a

year.

With winning words and smile she gave
Him Btrrngth to clear the way,
Her own filnt heart grew strong aud brave
Through prayer to God alway.

1.25
2.25

3.75

Telephone

~

Connection.

Dry Wood

In happy faith, till echoes ring
Refralne of pral-e and love
From those dear hearts who wait to
Ue children home above.

bring

Air:

Auld

Lang Syne.

From where the prairie stretches wide,
Or city spires look clown,
We come as children to thy side
To crown thee, Mother Town.
No spot on all the tempting earth
Tan tarn our lov· from thoe,
For thine the toll that gave us birth,
The blood that made us free.
From those brave days of Marathon,
Yea, since the world began,
The eons of rugged land have won
For man. the rights of man.
And though ye boast no wealth of gold,
Nor boundless fertile plain,
Thine Is the soil that mate* the mould,
For men of heart and brain.

Town, thy children bless.
Thy Inspiration fills
Their lives with truth and steadfastness,
Eternal as thv hills.
Live on, until their voices reach
Beyond the farthest sea.
Till all men have Ihelr right of speech
And all, like them, are free.
Live on, fair

.40

ti

.79

WRAPPERS,

one

.63 to

lot

lot

PANTS,
CORSETS COVERS,, one lot
one

We

are now

shipping dry

into South Parie
and

supply

can

quantity

the

by

desired.

as

1.00

.08'

SILK,
THREAD,

.03
.07

OUTING, 12 cent for
CRASH, 8 cent for
GLASS DISHES,
COLLARS.

.05

.10, .20, .40
.10, .20, .40

Our button table is

cost.

bargains

Other

goods.

Square,

Market

_

South Paris.

~

9

bar-

a

too numerous Jo

Come in and see the

LUli 1

11·:

usual.

Has opened ibe <loor of sue.aa to hundreds or ambitious young men and women. It Is
the largest commerclul college in Maine, and well known everywhere as tne leader la
bus.nt.ss educaton. It la endorsed by leading business men and edueators. Has a large
faculty of specialists. :nd malctal: s abroad cour»· of study. The equipment Is conceded
by business college men to be the tlnest and best adapted for commerc'al work of any
similar school In the state, a· the third Door of the building In the accompanying cut was
made especially for us. If you are ambitious Ο get loto a paying position. with splendid
opportunities for rapid promotion, write for our catalogue. Address all communications to

BLISS BUSINESS COLLEGE, lewisto·, Main.

Paris.

CASTORIA Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have Alwajs Bought^

large number visited the^ place and partook of the hospitality of their hosts,

ami inspected the first house built in
Mr. Poor has expended a great
town.
deal on this house and grounds, and has
made of it one of the most magnificent
estates to be seen in this section of the

state.

Crumbs of Comfort

Bears the

Signature
of

SHOES FOR LADIES

To the Honorable Hoard of County Commissioners for the County of Oxford.
WIIERE \S the private ferry known as Bean's
Ferry In Hanover has t>een discontinued and no
ferry boat iimlntalneil at that place, wherefore
your petitioners pray ihit your honors may
agr eably to law In mch case iiia<le an<l provldC'l, discontinue the road leading rrom the county
road near Mrs. Martha Bartlett's house to the
said Bean's Kerry.
Dated at Hanover, August 3,19W
Λ. T. POWERS, ) Selectmen
5
of
E.P.SMITH,
S. P. DAVIS,
) Hanover.

If you
We carry a full line of them.
You can
3 or 8 or any size between we can fit you.
find all kinds of footwear here and our prices are the lowest.

can

SAVED.

petition; Immediately

In said

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.

Died.
I.eBarIn Went I.ovell, Aug. 7, Mrs. Melissa
ron, aged 71 years, 8 months.
A. Howard,
In West Mluot, Aug. 2, Mrs. Mary
aged w years, 7 months, ïi days.
lu Sumner, Aug. 12, Capt Lewis Blsbee, aged
!*» years.
I)unIn Owatana, Minn., Aug., Hon. Mark H.
nell, aged about 80 years.

Wanted.

capable man to work by
month, beginning Sept. ist.
A

by buying

suit

on a

left of

is worth several dollars
we

ask.

custom

it to

12.00

00

Suits while

18.00

Suits while

3 cents each. 2

suit in the lot but

price
true

want

Come

on.

now

last for $ 5.50.
last for
7.50.

last for

10.00.

last for

10.00.

last for

13.00.

last for

12.00.

last for

12.00.

MAINE.

fly net on your
horse. I am selling a good net for
75 cents. The better grades are
$.90,1.00,1.25,1.35, and 1.75.
IAMES IN. FAVOR, KraSRes0sfstthoerI,ucker
use a

Norway, Maine.

91 Mfl,1 ~n St.,

See Our Line of

Ready-made

I

1

Albany, Maine. May 24, 19ih.
Honorable Board of County Com m lesion

Underwear

Also

few

a

Hats

left to be sold at cost.

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

petition,

BLUE

Suits and Trousers Includes

Outing Suits and Outing Trousers.
August

BROOKS—The

are

now

for

7.50

44

44

5.00

44

44

44

44

Suits

Outing

your

comfortably
Buy One of Our

44

2

enjoy

vaca-

dieseed.

44

$3, 2.50,

Pants

$7-5C
6.00

now

$2.50,

for

2,

4.00
1.60

Straw Hats at Cost
BUY FOR NEXT YEAR.

duly

Men's

Spring

and Summer Suit· advertised last week

still marked down.
but still have

J

King four corners to South Paris, a red
leather change bag with metal clasp,
containing change and small bills. If
returned to this office suitable reward
will be given.

vacation month and you cannot

a

Outing

$10.00

I

1

J

Lost.
Saturday, Aug. 6,

is

tion unless you

notice.

for 5 cents.

STORES.

Our Reduction Sale of

In the District Court of the United 8tates for the I
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
Pharmacist.
In Bankruptcy,
JOSEPH DUFRESNE,
of Norway, Bankrupt. )
Dufresne In the
of
the
creditors
To
Joseph
Next to Poet Office, South Paris.
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the 6th day of
Aug.. A. D. 1904, the said Joseph Dufresne
was
adjudicated bankrupt; and that the first
meeting of his creditor* will be held at the
Court House, In South Pari·, on the Slat
NOTICE.
day of Aug., A. D. 1904, at 10 o'clock
the said
In the District Court of the United fttates for In the forenoon, at which time
creditor· may attend, prove their claims,
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
the
1
examine
bankrupt,
In the matter of
appoint a trustee,
In Bankruptcy. ana transact such other business aa may
BrjA»okd W. Johnston,
of Mexico, Bankrupt. I
properly come before said meeting.
South Paria, August 8, 1904.
To the creditor· of Bradford W. Johnston In
G KO. A. WILSON,
the County of Oxford and district a foresaid :
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Notice 1· hereby given that on the ISth day of
Johnston
W.
said
Bradford
the
D.
A.
1904,
Aug.,
was
adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
first meeting of bis creditors will be held at the
Court House, in South Paris, on the 31st day of
on the road from
On
at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,
A. D.

three carriages representing spring, sum-1
Aug.
1904,
mer and autumn, spring decorated in
Thomas A. Fox.
at which time the said creditors may attend,
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
greén, summer in pink, white and green
prove
other business
with flowers, and autumn in evergreen I After the conclusion of the exercises the bankrupt and transact such
may properly come before said meeting.
and goldenrod, with ears of corn and j on the common, a reception, with a asSouth
Parts, August 16,1904.
sheaves of grain.
UKO. A. WILSON,
general invitation, was given by Mr. and
Referee In Bankruptcy.
I
An artistic float constructed from a Mrs. H. V. Poor at Merrill House. ▲

to

FOSTER,

B.

NORWAY,

of I [SEAL.]

County
Buildings, on
separate cards.

they
they
they
they

Suits while

H.

We, the undersigned Selectmen of Albany
notice that they wish to have you
' define the roa<l llmltM of the county roa>l leading
from Greenwoo<l Hue to Waterford line coin
mincing near the resilience of Thomas i'ool ami
ending near the residence of P. K. Bryant, It
being the road established for slate road.
W. E. HER RICK,
) Selectmen
of
C. G. BECKLER,
GEO. Cl'MMINGS,
Albany.

Souvenir

they
they

Suits while

13.50
15.00
16

they

Suits while
Suits while

10 00

later

will

now, you

wear

It pays to

place

STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF OXFORD, 88.
Board of County Commissioner·, May session,
14*>4; held by adjournment, August U, 1904.
satisfactory eviUPON the foregoing
dence havlnir been received that the petitioners
are responsible, and that inquiry into the merits
of their application is expedient, IT ιβΟκυκκκυ,
that the County Commissioners meet at the
house of Charles Bcckler In Albany, In said
County, on Tuesday, Oct. 4, 1904, next, at nine of
the clock, Λ. M., and thence proceed to view the
route mentioned In said petition; Immediately
after which view a hearing of the parties and
at some contheir witnesses will be had
such
and
in the vicinity
venient place
In
the
taken
measures
other
premises
as the commissioners shall Judge proper. And
It is further Okijebku. that notice of the time,
place and purpose of the commissioners' meeting
aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations interested, by causing attested copies of
said petition, and of this order thereon, to be
served upon the clerk of the town of Albanr,
and also posted up in three public places in
said town, and published three weeks successively in the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper
printed at 1'aris, in said County of Oxford, the llrst of said publications, and each
i>f the other notices, to be made, served and
posted, at least thirty days before satd time of
meeting, to the end that all persons and corporations may then and there appear and shew cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioners should not be granted.
Attmt-CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
A true copy of said petition and order of court
thereon.
Attbst-CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.

a

than the low

All high class goods. Tailored in
No matter if you don't
tailor style.

the hereby give

Also 1 Pair
1 Set of Hay Scales.
at
Light Double Harnesses. Call
ANDREWS HOUSE,
South Paris.

Not

enough

low

figures

more

while your size is left.
$ 7.50 Suits while

ere.

THE BEECHES,
Paris Hill, Maine.

quickly.

close them out

We have marked all

it hero.

suits at

our summer

they

To the

Money

You Can Save

after which view

application

petition,

NORWAY, MAINE.

BLOCK,

IN OPERA HOUSE

their witnessa hearing of the parties and
"A short time ago I was taken with a es will be had at some convenient place In the vl
violent attack of diarrhwa and believe I ciultv ami such other measures taken In the
as the Commissioners shall judge propwould have died if I had not gotten re- premises
And It Is further ORPEKED, that notice of
er.
lief,1' says John J. Patton, a leadiug citi- the time, place and purpose of the Commissioners,
"A friend recom- meeting aforesaid be given to all persons aud corzen of Patton, Ala.
porations Interested, by causing attested copies
mended Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera of
and of this order thereon to be
said
1 bought a served petition the clerk of the town
aud Diarrluua Remedy.
of
upon
after
and
taking Hanover In said County, and also posted
twenty-five cent bottle
said town,
In three public places In
I
cured.
up
was
it
three doses of
entirely
and published three weeks successively In the
consider it the best remedy in the world Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printer at I'arls
sale
For
In said County of Oxford, the llrst of said
by
for bowel
complaints.
and each of the other notices, to be
Shurtlelf & Co., South Paris; Jones publications,
made, served and posted, at least thirty days beDrug Store, Oxford; Noyos Drugstore, fore said time of meeting, to the end that all
persons and corporations may then and there
Norway.
appear anil show cause, If any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be
Wednesday forenoon the Grand Trunk granted.
at 11:15
ATTEST
CHA KLES F. W HITMAN, Clerk
passenger train due in Portland
A true copy of said Petition and Order of I
a
A. M. struck and killed Allen Jones,
Court thereon.
colored driver for a coal and wood dealAttestCHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
The horse was also
er, at East Deering.
killed. Witnesses of the accidont attach To the Honorable Boar·! of County Commissioners for the County of Oxford.
no blame to the train men.
We, the undersigned citizen· of Stow and
Stoneham, lu said County, res|>ectfu)ly repreCHOLERA INFANTUM.
sent that a new highway be laid out In said
towns, commencing at a point on the line beThis disease has lost its terrors since tween Maine ami New Hampshire In the center
and of the way lending towards the premises of Ira
Cholera
Chamberlain's Colic,
ea*terly over
Diarrhœa Remedy came into general A. Andrews In said Stiw. Thence
said way to the end of said road and thence by
The uniform success which at- the most feasible route to the center of the way
use.
tends the use of this remedy in all cases leadline from North I.ovell to West Stoneham,
In said Stoneham.
of bowel complaints in children has near the house of John Adam·
May 7,1904.
made it a favorite wherever its value has
Ili A A. ANDREWS, and others.
become known. For sale by Shurtleff &
OxCo., South Paris; Jones Drug Store,
[SEAL.]
STATE OF MAIME.
Drug Store, Norway.
Count τ of oxford, ss:
Board of County Commissioner·, May session,
1904; held by adjournment August 9,1904.
UPON the foregoing petition, satisfactory evidence having been received that the petitioner·
are responsible, and that Inquiry Into the meris expedient, It Is Okits of their
dekkd, that tlic Counts' Commissioners meet at
the house of II. B. Me Keen lu Stoneham, In said
county, on Thursday, October «, 1DM, next, at
nine of the clock a. m., and thence proceed
said
In
mentioned
route
the
to
view
immediately after which view,
will
and
their
witnesses
hearing of the parties
In the vicinity,
be had at some convenient
the
In
tulten
measures
ami such other
premises
And
as the commissioners shall judge proper.
It 1· further Oudeked, that notice of the time,
and purpose of the commissioners' meetplace
ing aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations Interested, by causing attested copies of
-tald petition and of'this order thereon to be
served upon the respective clerks of the towns of
Stoneham and Stow and also posted up In
thrre public places In each of said towns,
and published 3 weeks successively in tho
Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed at Paris,
In said County of Oxford, the llrst of said publications, and each of the other notices, to be made,
served and posted at least thirty davs before said
time of meeting, to the end that all persons and
corporations may then and there appear and shew
have, why the prayer of eald
cause, If an ν
snould not be granted.
I petitioner·
ATTEST :-CIIARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
1
A true copy of said petition and order of court
thereon.
ATTEST .-CHARLES Γ. WHITMAN, Clerk.

be found here.

wear

The only break in the day's proto a later
gramme was the postponement
date of the concluding feature, a display
of fireworks intended for the evening. [HKAL.j
STATE or MAINE.
This postponement was made necessary
COUNTY OF OXFOKD, 88.
by the rain which began just before Board of County Commissioners, May session, I
dark, after a day of especially com1U04 ; held by adjournment August 9, 1904.
fortable and suitable weather.
UPON the foregoing petition, satisfactory evidence having been received that the petitioners
are responsible, and that Inquiry Into the merits
OF
DIARRHOEA
ATTACK
VIOLENT
of their aiiplloatlun Is expedient, It is okdekeu,
CURED BY CHAMBERLAIN'S COL- that the County Commissioners meet at the house
of Mrs. Martha ltartlett In Hanover, In said
IC, CHOLERA AND DIARRHŒA County, on Thursdav, the 22nd day of September, next, at nine of the c'ock, A. M., and
REMEDY AND PERHAPS A LIFE thence
proceed to view the route mentioned

duly

.40

I TXT Τ

Ι

A.W. Walker & Son,
South

.20 to

.60

I SîîSliî

load,

in any

COAL
in all sizes

i"l·

*-#·

wood

car

customers

Jl/f

.40

.65

.10 to

HOSE, 5 pairs for

.79

.20 to

.40 to 1.25

lot

SPOOL

1,00 to 1.25

it

It

one

VEST GAUZE, one lot
HOSE, 5 pairs for

!

and the

A century since—yet echo still
Doth sing those victories won!
Our grateful hearts will ever thrill
The while we follow on

lot

II

Il

I

_

Park, South Paris,

I would some fitting tribute pay
The noble, sainted dead.
Who tolling wrought so that to day,
Wc walk in paths they made.

one

to be sold and at once.

Everything

mention.

A view of Moore

More mvstlc tale was never sung
Than this bv sighing breoaie.
When nckle echoes, lightly Hung,
Entranced the old pine trees.

CORSETS,

Children's Dresses, Coats, Bonnets, and Jackets at
gain in itself. A few winter coats, $1.50 to $5.00.

Postal Cards

Her Roger was her chief delight,
He was so brave and true!
Ills lonely vlgl's. kept at nig't,
Katallock shared them too.

.39
.49

NIGHT ROBES,

« ff.75

lot

7.00

.98

And thus she made that forest home
A place of heavenly cheer.
AH through her life her wisdom ehone,
The redman held her dear,
And swiftly ran with seeming joy,
When tidings he cou'd bring,
Or lend a hand to help her boy
In want or hardship's sting.

one

4.50

lot

FOR SALE.

ODE.

!

one

SKIRTS,

1.00

.79

<

Of life for many

101

counterpart driving.

When beast and bird, ami thrilling leave»
Sent forth majestic eoug.
In rapturous tones well made to please
The soul of man, ere long.

helpmeet true, «he knew no fall,
>ur great-grandmother dear,
I list with thrilling heart, the tale

after
the I
κ. m., and after passing through
principal streets and around tlfle square,
It
was discharged at the common.
j
led by Malcolm Gregg as marshal.
was
tho
marshal
the
Following
lover Baud, in a handsomely decorated
carriage. The band played finely, not
înly for the parade, but for all the exer:ises of the day. After the band came a
variety of floats, all tastefully decorated
and historically or otherwise
j
tive.
Old Father Time, with flowing hair
ind beard and expanded wings, carrying
scythe and hourglass, stood on a float
drawn by a yoke of „oxen, with Time's
soon

-■

A

|

Ilat

"

lung,

For well we know, not all was song
Which met his tuneful ear.
Hard trials quickly round him throng,
Kut Love was ever near.

The parade was in some respects the
nost attractive feature of the day, and I
would alone have assured the success
;he celebration. An immense amount
ivork had been put into the preparations,
lud the result was more than
tory. Expressions of great delight were
Heard from every one, and cameras were
snapped at the several floats by tho I
«core.

hospitality

There often come* to me a song,
Λ β sung by sighing breeze.
Its plaintive strain* are sweet and

organize)
Love-1

Strickland,

$10.00

Any Suit ία stock for

of the
was extended to the
which
tables
visitors in the dinner, for
«eating several hundred were set on the
Beans baked in the ground
common.
Formed the staple, with an unlimited
supply of coffee, and pastry and other
iccessories in great variety. Notwithstanding that it was free to every one, ford; Noyes
»nd the tables were several times filled,
the provision was so ample that quantiBorn.
ties of food were left, after the thousands
bad been speedily and well fed. In addiBid.
In Sweden. July ii, to the wife of .Iei.ee
tion to the dinner, lemonade was disIon, a daughter.
to tli wife of John
In Wlnnotka, 111.. Aukpensed free to all who came.
Katherine
M.Curran (nee Fuller}, a "laughter,
The afternoon exercises opened with a McCollum.
band concert. The programme which
of
the singing
included
Followed
Married.
'America" and "The Old Oaken Bucket,"
tnd the centennial ode writteu for the
New
In Oxford, Aug. 10, by Rev. Frederick
>ccasion, the reading of a poem written port. Mr. Arthur D. Storerof West Poland and
Oxford.
t>y Mrs. Helen M. Poor Hoffman of Den- \ll*s I.iic-ellH E. Brackrtt ofRev.
I. A. Harding,
In liorhain, Aug.4, by
ver, and a poem by Mrs. T. II. Rich of Mr. William K. Young of Norway and Miss L.
and
Lewiston, and the reading of letters
Adelaide Chaplin of Uorliaui.
Or.
brief remarks by guests and older resiIn Norway, Aug. 7, l>v Rev. B. S. Hideout,
both
Lester YV. Home uud Mlee Alice M. Smith,
ients.
of Norway.
Mr.
Mrs. Hoffman's poem, and the odo,
In Norway, Aug. 9, by Rfv. B. 9. Hideout,
Mrs. Fannie Whitwere as follows:
Myron G. F. Roberts and
of
both
Norway.
man Crockett,

ofl

ture.

free.

1820.
Church founded, 1HX).
First meeting house built, 1801.
Ki'st settled minister, Rev. John
1806.

I The most cordial
sol people of Andover

ise

the

Sinking—Onward, ChrUtlan Soldiers,
Schoolchildren
Heading "crlpiure, woth IValiu. Ilov. Mr. M Her.
Kcv. Mr <i|i<j
('raver
I'ree. <1. It. I'.-or
\il(l<cei of Welcome,.
—Chorti*
•diislnif— Hon»·, Sweet Home,
...II. V. Poor.
lllstoik-al Address
(Read by Alfred Stone,)
The principal portion of the time of
the forenoon session was taken up by
the historical address, written by Hon.
Henry V. Poor, and read by Alfred Stone.
The selection of Mr. Poor as the writer
of this address was almost a matter of
course.
Ninety-two years of age, he is
now the oldest as well as the most distinguished citizen of the town. Only
bis summers are now spent in Andover,
when he occupies the Merrill house, the
oldest house in town, built in 17i»l by
Ezekiel Merrill, the first settler. Engaged in literary pursuits during much
of his life, and always greatly interested
in local history, with his mental powers
unaffected by his years, he is fitted to do
this work a* few local historians are,
and the town of Andover is extremely
fortunate in having his services.
It is unfortunate to leave that portion
of the exercises without giving the address in full. It would be not only of
great interest to citizens of the town, but
entertaining to every one even who had
known
never
anything of Andover.
It is in fact a brief but complete history
of the town, and its length precludes the
possibility of publishing it. Neither is
it possible to give any summary of it, as
it covers so much ground. T.he printed
programme of the day contains a brief
list of important historical facts, and
with the reproduction of that the matter
of Audover's history must be left:

Hon. Olcott B. Poor was president of
the day, John F. Talbot secretory, and
the finance committee was composed of
the selectmen, Fred S. Smith, Ε. M.

and

ten

Having decided to close out my business in South Paris my entire stock
will be sold at once regardless of cost. Below are some of our bargains.

MuMc— Band.

scription.

Bailey, Llewellyn Hall

half-past

audience
assembled on the common and was called
to order by Hon. Ο. B. Poor, chairman
of the day. A stand had been erected on
the north border of the common, and
this was occupied by the speakers and
singers who took part in the exercises,
and several invited guests and older
citizens. The programme of the forenoon was carried out as follows:
At about

Fred Martel of Norway, son of Joseph !
Lone Mountain Grange, No. 131, P. of
of Lewiston, was before the
Martel,
Bring
Hot
H.,
represented by several teams. A
and
court
pleaded horseman
Saturday,
municipal
in front carried a banner in-1
your drinking cups.
He
ten
dollars.
of
to
the
larceny
in guilty
"The farmer feeds them all."
In case of showers, services held
scribed,
dola
of
ten
fine
to
sentenced
was
pay
church near by. Everybody is invited lars and costs. In default of payment I The next team, decorated in evergreen J
of this annual
and goldenrod, represented Ceres, Poto join us on the occasion
to
sent
was
jail.
in the beautiful grove on the he
mona and Flora, and following were I
coffee

shore of the lake.
Edward·.
Half fare on the Grand Trunk Railway.

CAKKY AMTICLKSTO AND PKOM OEOL'MM·
l»eo
Houtelie, Laurtn Whitman, Walter

Knightly.

12 .DO M. Picnic dinner.
Sermon by Rev. Cheater Gore Mill1 JO r. M
er of Jamaica P ain, Ma*·.
A. D.
Addressee by Rev. If. B. Barton, Rev.
Cob on and others.

up by a couple in a genuine ancient twowheeled chaise, with an old haircloth
trunk strapped on behind.

have been.
The people began to gather early in
the day, and kept pouring in until probably from two to three thousand were
present.
They found the village
adorned to greet them. Several of the
residences and business
places were
decorated with ilags and bunting, nags
tluttered from their staffs, and banners
suspended over the street bade all
welcome. Some 000 special invitations
had been sent to former residents, and
all comers, from near and far. were
cordially greeted by the hospitable people of Andover.
Preparations for the centennial celebration had been entered into with enthusiasm and cordial good will by all
the people and organizations of the
town, as was evident from the full success of the arrangements, and the admirable way in which the day s proOf the gengramme was carried out.
eral fund of
$75 was appropriated
by the Knights of
by the town,
Pythias, $25 by the grange, Sl*> by the
Pythian Sisterhood, S25 by the King s
Daughters, and the rest by private sub-

SALE!

OUT

CLOSING

boat, decorated in pink and White, repr
eenting Ci. A. Dresser, dealer in gener

1

a

Have sold

plenty left.

quite a

few of the

Remember

we

are

bargains

have made

just

FIVE PRICES.

$4.00, 6.00, 7.50, 10.00,

12.00.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

(

i£:

«K.

A LOW PRICE
—

close

out

WOES.

—

Carpets

Wool
to

ON

WOMEN'S
Hard for any
woman to

housework—
to

constantly

aching back.
Every woman
should learn

up stock

the cause of
backache
and the cure.

Chas. F. Ri

Doan's

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

50 YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

Tradc Marks
Designs
Copy rights Ac.

mar
Auront»sen.ttutf a»k>>trb and dcwrlptlon
ai
as.er: «in our opinion frc«) wLotiier
iUT«nti>.n is probably ρ itrntiible. <*ouimunlc<i
I'ateuU
Min.lbookon
ml.
tlon»*tru,Jly<-..iilJ.liMi·
*«nt fre#. OMvat ncwicr (or aecttrioir patenta.
Put enta tak.-n thr..ui:ti M uiui Λ Ci·. recelT*
iu (tie
$pt<-uU H'-lte", wuh.ml cl -<rtr>'.

<iulciily

Scientific American.

I trtreet cir\ handsomely illustra» «ni wwkly.
·
culation ot any »<ientld<· l.urnal. 'IVrnis. 93
newsdealers.
year: fi.ur nu.allis, |L SolU by all
Branch

1

New York
Wloe, >S> V it.. Waablutfioo. D. C.
-

*hen
1™

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Mr. S. S. Bell, of Ravenswcod. W. Va., says:—
I was troubled with sour stomach (or twenty years.
Kodo. cured me and we are now usiflt it la milk
for baby."

Kodol Digests What Yon Eat

only. $1.00 Size holding 2S times the trial
size, which sells for 50 cents.
Prepared by E. 0. OeWITT & OO., OMIOAQO.

Bottle·

Records, Blanks, Herns, and

JI1H.—Arlthuiograph.

Dr. Austin

Catalogues sent

Oculist,

application.

on

w

Frieuds. Every Day.
truthfully l*e *all of JKLLc ICE
CKKA M POWDER, the new |>ro<lucl fur making

Halting

ThU

Tenney,

Ν. H.

Berlin,

proverb containing

ill be at Elm

House, Norway

Tuesday, Aug. 16, and 31! Tuenlay
Office
of each following month.
hours,

Eyes

can

:3ο a. M. to 4
Examined free.

ίο

uioet delicious tee cream you ever ate. everyNothlu* tantes βο goo·I In
thing lu the package
hot we*th«r. All grocers are placing It In Hock.
If your grocer cau't supply you seo«l iV. for 2

J. WALDO

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

Jeweler and Graduate

Optician.

LowestPrlces inQKiordCounty.
NORWAY, MAINE.

MASONIC BLOCK,

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

I

ON GETTING

WASHBURN-CROSBY'S

OOLDMEMfLOi

and Oil

a

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

Pianos.
1 am

selling

New and SecondHand Pianos
the lowest prices ever heard of. I
have one square piano iu good condition
(or which no reasoualtle offer will be refused.

at

IjOY 0.

ΕΥβΤΕΗ,

Manufacturers' Agent,

SOUTH t'AKU>,

SftÏÏ'
£

i»b„„ld

nous

No.

prepared recipes. If your dealer doe*
not handle Gold Medal Flour, please
mention it in your letter. Address
BROWN & JOSSELYN,
Portland, Mala·.
Mention this

Paper.

MAINE.

Harvesting Machinery,

a£

No. mo.-Cron

should have several pairs of booU ana
the trees for soDiB hours

lief after tbe hot

If 1 go oui and yuu go in, lively be(Br-i-sk, br-u-sk.)
1. A deception becomes a wagon.
2. Dexterity becomes the large bones

The Kind You Have

I

ÀVfcgetable Preparationfor As
similating iheFoodandBeguIaof
ling the Stomachs antlBowels

Γλγ.χιχοτοκ, 1:e., Juvtr.Tid^a, klzyS,
Por Nirvoneam Disordered î-'iuira 'send
liowels, l.lver Trouble*, eir., the
True "L. P." Mr£iciue is

Never-Faûïai; K'rmedy

a

growth*at the^d o*

Ιο. ïïï.-Olamood.
1. Λ letter. 2. Implore. 3. Joined together witli thread. 4. A large city In
3. Laud adjacent
the United States.
to water, β. Wrath. 7. A letter.

iiaa.-DvrHpiuttoM.

Behead a cylinder, grooved spirally,
and leave a ship's company.
Behead to cruok and leave to finish.
Add Ο to a man's name and have a
beautiful tlower.
Add Ο to the act of sending and have

neglect.

Add Ο to a girdle and have oxygen
In tlit* atmosphere.
Add l> to an allowance of food and
have u public discourse.
Add U to a pronoun and have to be
Juat the War.
millionaire I'd like to be.
Aluvk. 'tla scarcely fair!

length

the I'uaaler.

ΡΙΟ

κ

DIX

HOT

Ρ

I

L

Ο

14 1

H
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GAMUT

KISSING

ROLLS
M

I

I>

s

r

Μ
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Ο M

A Ν C Β

STOMACH

R Α Ν Ο Κ

BIP

ΗΥΜ*8
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Μ
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R

R

No. 210.— Song
»r

Boys."

Symbol:

When you goto buy Witch Hazel Salve
look for the name DkWITT on every
box. The pure, unadulterated Witch
Hazel is used in making DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve, which is the best salve in
the world for cute, burns, bruises, boile,
The popularity of
eczema and piles.
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve, due to its
many cures, has caused numerous worthless counterfeits to be placed on the
market. The genuine bears the name
E. C. DeWitt &, Co., Chicago. Sold by
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
#

There are many who will agree with a
well-known doctor, who declares that
half of the ailments of children arise
from insufficient eleep. Ile recognizes
that the same difficulty exists in the case
of adults, and in a recent conversation
upon the subject said: "It is not only
children, but adults, that are falling into
nervous insanity from this cause.
They
live too fast, and it affects people of all
of
is
one
which
St.
Vitus'
dance,
Father—Well, my boy, I don't knî^>
ages.
the most wearing of diseases, is the con- of any way to make a living honestly exsequence of lack of sleep, although it is cept by working for it.
often wrongly ascribed to lack of proper
Son—O, spruce up, dad, and shake
nourishment. Children live in such a those obsolete ideas of yours.
rush that they are worn out before they
arrive at maturity.1' "What would you
do to remedy this state of things?1'
Important to Mother».
"I would keep them in bed, and give j·—Am carefaQjr eTer7 bottle of CASTOBIA, *
1 • safe and anre remedy for Infanta and children.
them plenty of sleep and tonics.
would make the youngsters go to bed Hi eee «hat It
with the chickens and get up with them.
Been the
In addition, 1 would see that they got a
4C
two hours' nap in the afternoon. Plenty Signature of
of sleep is the panacea for most of the
For Over SO Ye*m
Uh
b
ills of childhood, particularly those of a
The Kind You Bave Always fieagkt
nervous nature."

IIL

Κ I D Κ Β

Through

Want of

Sleep.

M
Ρ

of time.—McCairs.

Ailments Caused

Feign. Reign.
Plane. Crane. Spain.
I>raiu. Slain. Strain. Sprain. Brain.
Stain. Swain.
No. 20U.—Connected Diamonds:
IL

J

sEirtsft arg

No. 21X1.—Anagram Vera·.
Αβ 1 Silt amid the branches.
To "'**** 1 scarcely dared.
MM
would see me|
For feur
Oh. Oear. but I was scared!
— **" the bushes
I saw
To llnd her wished for game;
But ere she had espied me
The welcome rescue came.

L

ones

THE GOOD OLD WAY.
A severe cold or attack of the grippe ie
Κ
like a fire, the sooner you combat it the
have been
better your chances are to overpower it. j
But few mothers in this age are willing

"Three Sall-

No. 211.—Grammar Charade: An-at·
o-me.
Anatomy.
Additions: Tack, tackle;
No. 212.
grist, gristle: cab. cable: bug. bugle;
?aat. castle.
No. 213.—Floral Arlthmograph: Calceolaria.
No. 214.—Decapitations: Stray, tray,
ray. Breach, reach, each.
—

(let to Sleep.
Nervous people who are troubled with
wakefulness and excitability have usually a strong tendency of blood to the
brain, with cold extremities. The pressure of blood on the brain keeps it in a
stimulated or wakeful state, and the
A SUMMER COLD.
pulsations in the head are often painful.
A summer cold is not only annoying If these symptoms occur in your case,
but if not relieved Pneumonia will be you should rise and chafe the body and
the probable result by Fall.
One extremities with a rough towel, or rub
Minute Cough Cure clears the phlegm, smartly with the hands to promote cirdraws out the inflammation,
heals, culation and withdraw the excessive
soothes, and strengthens the lungs and amount of blood from the brain, after
bronchial tubes. One Minute Cough which you will probably fall asleep in a
Cure is an ideal remedy for the children. few minutes. A cold bath, or a sponge
It is pleasant to the taste and perfectly bath and rubbing, or a rapid walk in the
harmless. A certain cure for Croup, open air, or going up and down stairs a
Cough and Cold. Sold by F. A. Shurt- few times just before retiring, will aid in
leff & Co.
equalizing the circulation and promotHow to

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs,.and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.

»

*

A

».(Wwm

I bave one Colonial Style, maliogau)
I'ease piano, 7i octave, alinoHt new, I
for
One walnut case I'oole piano, almostI
new, for •900, worth $250.

11§5.

Rum-|

A perfect Remedy forConsbpaStotnarh,Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss of Sleep.
Facsimile Signature

NEW* YORK.
\ I

"Isn't that orator always Baying something he will be sorry for?"
"It's worse than that," answered the
politician. "He is always satisfied with
what he Bays. His political friends are

sorry."

There is

one

rational way to treat

is the universal hour
Noon or
for the striclly Parisian lunch, which
commences with "hors d'oeuvres." appetizers oaten with butter—the only
time butter is ever served on a French

table.
The endless variety of "hors d'oeuvres" would till a volume—sardines,
shrimps, olives, radishes. Tiny salads
of every description are included among
them.
An egg or tish course follows, and
the various ways In which both are
cookod would also till a volume. Next
the meat is served—beef, mutton, lamb

vegetable

a

Jj

away

or

Fit for the Show

|

δ

nvlls

Good Local

their illl.
"In the tropics, where the great sea
birds sail thousands of miles away
from shore, they get their drinkin'
water in that way. They smell out a
storm a long way off; they travel a
hundred miles, maybe, to get under It,
and they swallow enough raindrops
to k»»ep them goin'."—Portland Ore-

to

that pro-

Drivers

gouian.

Oxford Training.

The average citizen, If asked what
was taught at Oxford, would probably
And In
reply. "Useless learning."
many ways it Is a true answer, for

Is not to turn out doctors,
lawyers and merchants, ready made,
but men with carefully trained minds,
titled nut for this or that profession,
but for the whole conduct of life. It
Its

aim

Is contended that such a man will Insensibly take a wider view of his sub
Ject than the specialist, fur he approaches it from a different standpoint.—London Outlook.
Living In C'hlna.
An English surgeon at Hongkong
writes that "all Chlnamcu eat flsh and
pork at morning and evening meals.
Fowls and ducks are always ou the table of al! but the most humble of the
cooly class, and they do not have them
I
because they cannot afford them.
Good

nasal catarrh; the medicine is applied
direct to the affected membrane. The
remedy is Ely's Cream Balm. It restores the inflamed tissues to a healthy hope this will lte α sufficient answer to
state without drying all the life out of those who maintain that Chinamen
them and it gives back the lost senses live on rice. It Is not nearly so true as
of taste and smell. The sufferer who is that the Scotch live on porridge."
tired of vain experiments should use
Cream Balm. Druggiets sell it for 50
A Simple Qaeatlon.
cents. Ely Brothers, 50 Warren Street,
"May a man many his widow's els
New York, will mail it.
ter?" was α question I heard put to a

and all

matter for every meiu
ber of his family.

special

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,
will

will post you every week on all

important agricultural topics

<>t

the «lay, and show you how t<>
make money from the farm.

us

the

money with the order can secure
the Democrat andTribune Farm=
er

$1.75.

One Year For

CUT THIS OUT—SEND TO=DAY

I

OOC^;MXiO<^XbXtûOiCW»X»<bXHXHXHX<HXKXHXXKXHXHXK>>>>>:·

£

$1.135.

of this lin» leave

Λ

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,

South Paris, Maine.

V

γ

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will liiul $1.75 for which
X
to the address below The Oxford
5 you will please send
Tribune Farmer for One Year:
New-York
and
Democrat

7:00 P. M.

Additional Sunday Trips.
In etfect June 12th to Sept. 11th inclusive. Front Portland at 8:00 P. M.

Company

Tribune Farmer,

your

Any person sending

PARRIS. Paris, Me.

and from Boston at 7:00 P. M.
All freight via the steamers of this
is insured against lire aud

supply

household.

dam

stone

admirably

The New-York

wants for county news and prove
visitor in
a welcome
every

Franklin Wharf. Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at

%

neighbors,

family.

POHTLAWl) ANI) BOMTOX LI.XK.

Superb

his

items of interest to himself and

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

now steamers

keep him in touch with the

doings of

Maine.

FAHB

give him the experience <>f
advanced
the
in all
and
\iethods
improvements
aid in
invaluable
an
which are
securing the largest possible
profits from the farm, and with
to

others

Weekly Newspaper

the Concord River in Woodfurther particulars in-

on

high-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

subscribe for a

together with four acres of laud formerly occupied by the Knights

the empty space over a hundred sea stock.
For
birds came dart in' from every direcof
quire
tion. They got under the rain cloud and
V. K.
they waited there for about ten minutes, clfclin' round and round, and
when the rain began to fall they drank

NKKDS

who is interested iu the news of
1'iiris and Oxford County should

Cleen^i «nil beautifies the natr.
I'romotcf α luxuriant growth.
Never Faila to Beetore Gray
Hair to ite Youthful Color.
Curve Malp dilt*j*« u huiMa.liug.
at Dru^M*
&Jc, and

The

Farmer

Farmer

early maturity.

For Sale.
mi y privilege and

Up=to=Date

Wide=Awake

C. Quy Buck,

when they gut thirsty.
"One day a squall answered that
question for tne. It was a hut and
glitterin' day In the tropics. and In the
clear sky overhead a black rain cloud
appeared all of a sudden. Then out of

ϋ

Every

Every

Ring.

action, size,
color, conformation, beauty, GUY

Drink.

j

-

οο<χ>ο<ΜΧΜχΗχι:οοο<ο»αοο^^

style,

duces tieiitlfineii'M

a

FOR

$1.75

-

|

Has Colts

Ilirtl» Get

ncw το*· em.

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

Sire, Bayard

Trotting Stallion.

game or cold meat of some kind, if a
salad is the accessory for the meat theu
some vegetable conies after it as a
single course preceding the cheesea sire
never omitted—and which with fruit To show that he is
Iîeof some kind forms the dessert.

How Ken

Ν 1 s

ΑΜΠ

Quy Bayard.

"When 1 was a cabin buy," said an
elderly sailor. "I often used tu wonder,
seein' birds thousands uf mill's uut to
sea, what they done fur fresh water

I

0->>>Χ«>ΧκΧΚΗΧΗΧΗΧΜΧνΟΟΟΟΟΰΟ<ιΟθαθΰΟ'>0000<

nrotocte the Membrane. Koetorcn the Seneca of
Tante ami Smell. Full Size, 50 cenu, at Mru#·
id-t-i or by mall. Trial nUc 10 cents, by mall.
ELY BHOTHERS.&t Warren Street, Sew York.

the salad and cheese course a
sweet dish, an "entremet," consisting and speed of
of a custard, creaui, tart or the like, Is
often served, but cheese and fruit are
usually allowed the honora of the ordinary average luncheon dessert topped
South Paris,
off with a good cup of coffee nud a tiny
glass of pome liqueur.—What to Eat.

]

the

For

CASTORIA

old

s

The Oxford Democrat

or a

tween

h

ATTENTION FARMERS!

veal—accompanied by
has no superior, and
BAYARD
If a vegetable, the salad
salad.
with
fowl, no
follows as a separate «-ourse
equal in the state of Maine.
one

I

FOR ONE YEAR

KP'ii.i.'UCOLD "v HEAD

Wilkes.

11

|

drives

ami

1111*

S > S

EXACT COPY Of WBABRCR

Wheeler,

cold In

t>

1) <1

Give* Relief at one*
It cleaneee, soothes
and heal* the dleeaeed
It curee
membrane.

catarrh

of

TM· ocittauii

Ely's Cream Balm

the

rhmPC

Γιοη. Sour

j

In

Sulmtanilal ileal Served
Middle of the Day.

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

'n'TlÎirMt'Ihfaii

case,

great.trade.

Mx.Sm»*

AmmS—ft

RmUUSJ*-

One second liand Estoy organ at South
Paris, almost new, for 135.
One second hand Worcester organ, II
in nice condition, for
stops,
great
six

THE PARISIAN LUNCH.

of

Jbtyt ofOU. ûSAMVZLPtKHKR
ΡίηψίΐΛ Setd*

|

Detroit Journal.

Signature

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium.Morphine norMiueral

VCATARRH

seem.

Bears the

#

Not Narcotic.

W. J.

Press.

Always Bought

ADVERTISEMENT

NO PAID

"Mr·. L:icr:t Moi ow,nf fTew Vinernrd. trlle
(hoi ùitur liatlhoTnie'L.K.'Atw. oû'aC.tui*
I* t":o luvOic^io wLick anted i .r life, a:.d «ho
v/UIic· ι-.a to tt-ll the taannfr.clarrrr. of thr.t mcdl
Λ- 'i ·■■ <}
«Ine ilru·'··· ]* till'" gra*·'!.:! le V.
v.111 ad i tli.nt tM· 1/ no j.u'U adwrt'.'-emcut."—

the mother.
So Lady was made to wear α
"During one of my visits through the
One second hand I)yer & Hughes,
white
the
apron and a cap that wouldn't octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
said
professor,
country districts,"
'
"I happened to reach a small village stay ou and carried that little tyrant that cost 1125, for 965.
lier
where they were to have a flag-raising at of a baby about on a cushion,
One second hand square piano, a nice
the school bouse. After the banner had legs ached and her back ached.
I
one, for • IIS, worth $140.
been 'flung to the breeze' there was an ! "Oh, my," she sighed, "why did I
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.
exhibition of drawings which the pupils ever trade work? This baby nursing,
had made and of the work they had done j
ι I guess, is not In my line. I can't sleep
during the year.
because that wretched Infant
"The teacher recited to them 'The at night
I can't rent by day because the
she
cries.
after
and
the
of
Pilgrims,'
I
MLLllVUe BLOCK,
Landing
I thought
had finished she requested each pupil to little tyrant wants to walk.
Unlnc
Pnrl«.
1 believe It would
his
or her imagina- the thing was easy.
from
draw
and
try
tion a picture of Plymouth Rock."
kill an elephant In time."
"Most of them went to work at once,
One day. utterly discouraged, she
but one little fellow hesitated and at
In the baby to his mother.
brought
R Ε TI E D
length raised his hand.
liini. take him," she pleaded,
"Take
la aure to
"Well, Willie, what is it? asked the "and let nie do general housework."
give
teacher.
All of which shows that some things
"Please, ma'am, do you want us to
Saliftfaction
as they
as
not
are
easy
seein
that
easy
draw a hen or a rooster?"—Philadelphia

to do the necessary work required to !
give a good old-fashioned reliable treatment such as would be administered by
their grandmothers, backed by Boechee's
German Syrup, which was always liberI
ally used in connection with the home
treatment of colds, and is still in greater
can be scraped off.
growth
μ
household favor than any known remedy.
coiînvlic acid
rnca\ne
one drachm, cocaine,
But even without the application of the
old fashioned aids German Syrup will
It will
cure a severe cold in quick time.
cure colds in children or grown people.
three or four days. It relieves the congested organs, allays
—Ex.
the irritation, and effectively stops the
cough. Any child will take it. It is inCase.
Jewel
Simple
valuable in a household of children. i
I
arA jewel bap for carrying ordinary
Trial size bottle, 25c. Regular size, 75c.
ticles of jewelry in daily wear is made For sale by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
I
with sash ribbon, lined with soft chamois
!
leather. A pretty effective ribbon, eight
felt
Madge—I wonder how Charlie
inches wide, should be selected twelve when he was proposing to you?
inches long; lay the piece of leather on
Dolly—Well, if you really must know,
it and cut it to the same size. Cut other he was feeling my cheek with one hand
pieces of leather to form pockets, with and my waist with the other.
overlapping (laps. These flaps are stitchA SWEET BREATH
ed on first, then the long pieces, divided
by narrow white binding ribbon neatly is a never failing sign of a healthy stomstitched on. There are three pockets at ach. When the breath is bad the stomone end of the leather foundation, each ach is out of order.
There is no remedy
one being three inches square, and two in the world
equal to Kodol Dyepepsia
at the other end, three and a half inches Cure for
curing indigestion, dyepepsia
deep and four inches long. Each flap is and all stomach disorders. Mrs. Mary
bound with the white ribbon and has a S. Crick, of White Plains, Ky., writes:
loop on it to fasten it to the small pearl "I have been a dyspeptic for years; tried
button sewn on to the pockets. A piece all kinds of remedies but continued to
of canvas is attached to the back of the
grow worse. By the use of Kodol I be- j
wash leather to render it firmer. Down gan to improve at once, and after taking
the middle of the sachet is a narrow a few bottles am fully restored in weight,
piece of the fancy ribbon padded with health and strength and can eat whatwadding two inches wide, over which ever I like.'1 Kodol digests what you
fold two flaps sewn on at each end, join- eat and makes the stumach sweet. Sold
ed by a button and loop, and matching
by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
those over the pockets. This is for fancy
work
pieces of all kinds. When all this
"May a man marry his widow'e sisis finished, lay it on the length of fancy
ter?" was a question I beard put to a
the
with
ribbon and bind all around
lawyer Saturday evening.
It folds up in prominent
narrow white ribbon.
he may," was the reply ;
"Certainly
riba
is
and
secured
divisions
three
by
Then
without a moment's hesitation.
bon passed round it. Nothing can fall the
lawyer bad another think coming.
out. Watch and jewelry keep in their
respective places and remain bright by
DeWITT IS ΤΠΕ NAME.
contact with the fine leather for any

of the head.
3. Vanity becomes a prim person.
4. A little tissure becomes a i^mp.
5. Higid becomes material.
0. To infect becomes a gibe.
7. To cut off becomes to escape.
8. An Instant becomes an armistice.

to

damp

Plymouth Rock.

i&si

Purposes.

comes curt.

Ko.

tberefore^patentwi.eh
nbJÏÎTnow, .p

219.—Definition·.

Ten mine—1 listingulshed.
lia! I'atty in—A great dislike.
Moau. Tiny—A kind of metal.
A tall cry- Cheerful promptitude.

treadl/w a/^o^r/kur.
Cut out this advertisement and mail
to us with name of your grocer and
we will send vou free of charge one of
our
GOLD MEDAL COOK
BOOKS, containing 1UUU carefully

"'0r"„med
periume

bandage of freeh

plunt.

—

Free to Housewives.

a

ifdw

No. 200.—Word Squares: I.—1. Fret.
II.—1.
4. Tree.
3. Ease.
2. Roar.
4. Note,
8. Wilt.
Ohio.
Town.
lil.—1. Emma. 2. Mall. 3. Miss. 4.
Also.
No. 207.—Kiddle: Pink. Ink.
No. 20H.
Kbyuiing Puzzle: Train.

tfmotfarj/ourâJidkÎier

Sliould 'he
the

feet be prone to dampness,
be changed
soles of Ibe dean stock ng»
sprinkled with some fine,

""patent

Key

Jtmksmjift/i/imfoâd

dalyrc"rto£
Job."»

thejeet

ISroe'bllêMnand buoloos.

The others get the millions.
And i only get the air.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

YOURS

For Infants and Children.

SAVE

One second hand I vers & Poinl piano,
walnut case, for $il50, worth fciOO.
1 have a nice oak case organ at
ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a

ijh"w. b»»°

â mnS

▲

specialty.

ofberg.™^

j

indebted.

High Gade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia

valuable pre-

«PJjH

STJÏÏU

Ko. -Xi «.-Addition·.

A GOOD COOK INSISTS

CASTORIA

LIFE,

j

IVi fS'feet

Mouldings yL

&

a

fncr

St.

NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

«

iffinful

p. m.

HILLS,

Ld

MAY

HER

JJj?

ancient cure for bunions was to
rose leaves to the
part before retiring for the
I
It was said to be most effectual·
1» 4. 2.3. 7—Food.
j Tender feet are much relieved by
8, lu, 0. U, 7—l'art of a fern.
ι
with brandy and water
I. f>. 10, 11—A horse of the Barbary quent bathing
breed.
are comforted for hours by a
7. 13. 0, 12—A native of a northern
and wafer before go,ng
bau
country.
7. 4. 2. 3. 14—Gloomy.
leather has a bad effect on
4. ,">. 10.12—Uncommon.
many feet, «'4,
7—Wide.
11. 14. 0,3,
U,
II, 12. 13. 0—A well known legumi-

the

package* l>y mall. Kourklnita: Vanilla, Chocolate, Strawberry an<l I'urlavored. AiMreaa, The
Uene-ee Pure Koo«l Co., Box ΛΛ, Le Roy, V Y.

FplKs

terrupted again oy the same colored
oil of bitter almonds, two ounces ο
remark:
of tartar and six ounces of essence of intruder, this time with the
"I know you know, and God knows I
16
APOWDKK FOR CLEANING ANd WHIT- pity you."
'
Mr. Sothern's guest was now too surfning the Hands is prepared by siev
the powder of sixteen ounces of prised to talk. He sat in a collapsed
same man had enter-1
almonds, live ounces cuttlefish. two an condition until the
and in an exa half ounces of curd soap (air dried' ed three separate timee,
and one and a half ounces of orm root pressionless voice said :
"I am as changeless as the sun. I will
Washing Powder to Keep th*.
Hands White.-Mîx together by sifting carry my soul pure to heaven."
'You are the strange woman."
several times live hundred parts of «ne
'You shall be as beautiful as I am and
wheat Hour, one hundred and twenty
as happy."
five parts of ordinary toilet
This last remark was too much for the
thrpB Darts of powdered orrie root
man's nerves. He was barely able to
o. oil
To use, make a pwrte with a mue gasp:
does this
"Sothern, what the
water and a few spoonfuls of the powae
insane asylum?
ami rub the hands with the paste fo. mean? Isthisa joke oran
gome time and wash them in clean Who is this fellow?"
"That," said the actor, "that is simwater and dry them thoroughly,
ply my dresser, Lewie. His only duty
THE FEET.
is to notify me of the progress of the
Th« feet should be washed every mornplay by lines. Id that manner I know
"I JUST LOVE BAME8."
-4· '"I.
when my cue comes."
before but it can never be made to*
said Mr. Sothern's guest wiping lug, they found her Lady had her in
"Oh,"
I
his
If it wore made »
great beads of perspiration from had her cure, holding her between her
would
beauty of
"I was beginning to believe I
face.
lier with
great front feet and fanning
lier ears. "I've found my nurse!" cried

cept.
7. 4, 3. 11—A dull color.
'
10, 2, 7—A bright color.
8. y, 10, 7—A shallow part of a river.
ι
13. 14. 12, 5—The space upon which a „,v
building stands.

Sold by f. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Supplies.

Littl*

SAVED

For

ftη /Vnimal Story

argument,

A

No appetite, loss ot strength, nervousness. headache, constipation, bad breath,
general debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to indigestion.
This new discovKodol cures Indigestion.
ery represents the natural juices of digestion as they exist in a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonic
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does not only cure indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
cures all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.

«-·

Thought He Had 'Em.
Now and then I. H. Sothern admit·
visitors to hit dressing room. He did ao
in Cincinnati, where he entertained a
somewhat nervous and excitable gentle-

?rrr„nr=rôùç3

No.

W. H. Winchester. Stomach

Ι

FOR
LOOK
DON'T
man daring hi· moments "off stage."
of one of their argumidst
the
In
EASY- WORK
pretty IWd· ol mtty F~'·
ments, during which the visitor expostuthere entered the room a
lated
volubly,
No.
Φ
the hands.
An Englishman In India once owned
dignified and decorous colored man,inwho
Change the first letter of each word.
an
advanced to the center, saying,
Hands.—Two
c.tvb
fob
Chapped
an elephant whom, in honor of the
1. Between light and darkness. 2. The
earnest monotone:
Wife of the viceroy, he called Lady
3. A long
outer covering of a se«>d.
"Have you no fear of God?" and
Curzon.
came.
tooth peculiar to eouie animals. 4. A
he
as
mysteriously departed
the
Lady wns employed in plowing
Mr. Sothern'· gueat was greatly dumbstrong scented substance. 5. A kind of
and in
attached
four
ask
to
with
fields
bred
plows
well
was
too
then founded, but
light cake.
Melt the wax and
he loading lumber on the trains.
Lady
add ibe honey and melt together, ana questions. Resuming his argument,
and 1 was rather lazy, I am sorry to soy, and
Mo. 21β.—Illmstrated Acrostic.
the oil of almonde by again grew heated in his remarks,
boiled
<ΐβι?Γθθ8 &nd stir until cold·
again the oolored man quietly and mys- was continually looking for an easier
his voice,
» on LOOS, ω* u» Itol· teriously entered, and, clearing
task. One day she heard her owner's
inwine will be found useful: Bait an declared :
wife say that she did so want a good
do
you
"If you were the devil himself,
nurse for the bi^by.
like
you?"
think you could make me
So one day the mother missed baby,
To the guest's surprise, the actor took
of course, and when, after some moments of huntmatter
as
a
the interruption
so Sothern's visitor, in a dazed manner,
only to be in- !
continued bis

it—cure evrelieve a bad back and cure
Madder disorder, frotu
ery kldnty and
backache to diabetes.
at 143 WashMr*. C. F. Good now. living
Kritain. Coun.. says:
ington street. New
K*s
l>eeeuiber,
in
"1 gave a testimonial
I'ills.
When the ten tools shown in the
touching the merits of Doan's Kidney
ha<l beeu
I
that
said
ami lu the statement
for above picture haTe been rightly guesskidneys
and
back
with
my
bothered
constantly, but ed and the words (of unequal length)
over thirteen years, not
settled in
one of the
when I caught cold it generally
Often written one below another,
sore.
and
it lame
my back. making
of my back was rows of letters, reading downward,
the pain through the small
I read
me cry out.
will spell the name of a famous genso severe a* to make
aud procured
about I'oaa's Kidney I'ills,
Nicholas.
eral.—St.
drug
Co.'s
&
W.
Thompson
some from E.
helped my
store, ou Main street. They
sikort time rea
In
and
back Immediately,
No. IIT.-Enlfma.
! have taken
Ιϊ··λ «-<1 me of the trouble.
What do you think of my sons Τ
during
1'oau's Kidney I'ills at Intervale
of
them here.
Introduce
I'll
attack
the last Ave year*, when I felt an
always
To visit me one comes
backache eoiulug on. and they without
At Wast four times a year.
brought Instant relief. 1 am never
One's full of mischief—sports with flr·.
them in the house."
nil
at
drug
sold
One
Pills
preaches—that makes three.
Po.in's Kidney
V:!!>-:ra <'o., lïtif·
Whene'er the fourth one shall expire.
stores: fiO wnt
v.
May death come gulck to me.
faι«». χ.

Sour

^SSSK~52ft«·

»-β-

•

Kidney Pills

MAINE.

ÎNUNN &

attend to

daily duties
with a

odd patterns and clean

NORWAY,

do

aOïBïUEirç

COLUMN.

Send Democrat

|

V
V

£

to,

Send Farmer to.

marine risk.

J. F. LISCOMB, Agent, Portland, Me.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice
and General Manager, Foster's Wharf,

President|

Signed

Boston.

E. W.

NOTE.

€HAIVDLEK,

Builders' Finish !
I will furnish
Slxe or Style at

Papers

may be sent to different

addressee if desired.

DOORS and WINDOWS uf any
reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door forFrames.
I
Inside

or
If In want of any kind of Finish
Outside work, semi In your orders 1'lne l„uin
lier and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing

and Job Work.

Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

E.

The

W.

QUAKER RANGE

CHANDLER,

Maine.

<Ve*t Sumnei.

WANTED.

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered on cars at I
lawyer.
ing sleep.—Ex.
prominent
'
Bride—George, dear, when we reach
R. R. Station from l'ownal to Bethel,
SECURING A SUBSTITUTE.
"Certainly he may," was the reply any
It is not generally known that castor our destination let us try to avoid giving
the
coming
year.
The stork had deposited twins in the oil
that we are newly mar- without a moment's hesitation. Then
E. W. PENLEÏ, West Paris.
may be most easily taken mingled the impression
the lawyer had another think coming.—
cozy little Hat inhabited by Mr. and Mrs. with orange juice, a little sugar being ried.
J. M. I)A V, Bryant's Pond.
Thirdflore.
George—All right, Maud; you can Albany Journal.
added if the juice of the orange is not
May 30, 1904.
"You'd better send for your mother, sweet. The differenoe between this and carry this suit case.
Araminta," suggested Mr. Thirdtiore.
Seer.
any other mode of taking this valuable
"Why, John, you know you can't get medicine is surprising. Into a very thin
A PERFECT PAINLESS PILL
•Tell me what you eat and I'll
with mother," was the wifely realong
glass, a portion of juice should be is the one that will cleanse the system, tell you what you are," said the seer.
We have just received a large stock of the above goods. A full line
sponse.
squeezed; theu the oil should be poured set the liver to action, remove the bile,
The man told him what he ate.
Many fiulilrm are IrouMrJ wuli worm*, «>f ■
of repairs constantly on hand.
"Tes; but somebody's got to tell the
and trrmlctl fur soinrtluiiK ci».·. A If* <k*M
upon this and more juice should be clear the
cure headache and
"You're a blanked fool!" said the
complexion,
janitor."
squeezed upon the oil, which may be leave a
BE SURE AND SEE THEM BEFORE YOU BUY.
good taste in the mouth. The seer.
seen to float in a layer between the two
»alu- I
wornislf

Deering and Walter A. Wood.
New York Champion Rakes.

A.

W.

WALKER

SOUTH PARIS,

&

MAINE.

SON,

Worms?

Mrs. C. H. Jennings, Boston— "Our layers of orange juice. If the edge of
babies (twins), were sickly. Had several the glass is rubbed with orange, the
doctors, but no results.
Hollister's fruit will be the only thing tasted as the
Rocky Mountain Tea made them strong dose slides down the throat.
and robust." 35 cents. Tea or tablet
form. Orin Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff &
Warts may be removed, says a oelebratCo.
ed physician, by rubbing them night and
morning with a moistened pieoe of
Mrs. Golightly—"This is my new 105 muriate of ammonia (sal ammoniac).
bathing dress, my dear. What do you They soften and dwindle away, leaving
think of it?"
no such mark as follows their dispersion
Golightly—"Think you got less for with lunar caustic.
than
one
I
ever
saw."
your money
any
Few people except trained nurses know
Tou need clean healthy bowels just as that a restless patient ia made much
much as pure, wholesome food; without more comfortable if the corners of the
either, you cannot keep well. Hollls- under sheet are carefully pinned to the
ter's Rocky Mountain Tea eliminates under side of the mattress with safety
all impr Mol
35 pins. Draw the sheet tight and pin It
Tea or tablets.
s
<
cents.
F. ▲. Shurtleff * securely. It will b· a relief to you and
the suffering patient.
Co.
;

I

....

A.

-'i— ÙO—

.—it.

—·

pills for doing such work
pleasantly and effectually are DeWitt's
Little Early Risers. Bob Moore of Lafayette, hid., says: "All other pilla I
have used gripe and sicken, while DeWitt's Little Early Risers are simply
perfect." Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
famoue little

"I understand that the relatives of the late Jabez Flint, the millionaire, .are going to erect a monument
to his memory."
"What did he ever do to deserve a
monument?"
"He died."

Enough.

"Wonderful! Wouderful!" exclaimed
the man.—Puck.

Sight.
"Did he fall In love at first sight?"
First sight of her bank ac"Yes.
At Firat

count."—Princeton Tiger.

Anyhow.
Little CSIrl—Your papa has only got
Veteran's Little
one leg, hasn't he?
Girl—Ye·. Little Girl—Where's his
Veteran's Little Girl—
other one?
Husk, dear; Ifs In heaven.
Bariad

—

-·

I

■

J

livery Stock for Sale !

horses, two-seated carriages,
top buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle
1 nice three seated
20

The first time that little Addle beard
'Tie said a bottle and a glass
Will make a person mellow,
an echo she said, "Mamma, listen at
Bat Rooky Mountain Ten's the drink the shadow of the oela·.**
Little
Tbnt livens up η fallow.
ChnaMfc
Orln Stevens; V. A. Shortloff ë Co.

Kb._

('

Dr. True's Elixir

tbrjexist.aadpttiv··
will exprl
ablrtonirtftbrrrareno worou. *c.Mru«»i.u
M».
PK. ». r. TMKA CT.

to

carriages (open),

robes,

etc J

wagon, harness, whips,
Will lease stable to run livery busiThis it a nice, clean livery
ness.
No
stock and excellent opening.
on easy terms.
sell
Will
competition.

F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.
May 3, 1903.
Telephone CftlL 1014.

wrsHa—s Mabii 0*11.1

*

The nickel rails

QUAKER MODEL

to remove
on

as

in the

are

they

are

without bolts.
50 cts.Dewn

George

,nd

easy

put

50 cts.. w*

W.

Hobbe'

Variety Stor·, Norway.

